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Enabling Services finds expanding role
By Peggy Holm

that they are a type of student lite

plification system, note takers, books

center for the handicapped student.

011 tape, liason with teachers, tutors,

Pacifican Managing Editor

"UOP is trying to comply with the

special parking, interpreters for the

504

deaf, wheelchair loaners and a wide

rehabilitation act," explained Spiess.

booze, more drugs and the disability
rate is climbing because of the in

variety of other services. Spiess was

"The act addresses itself to providing

creased emphasis that is being placed

quick to point out that these services,

on sports.

of the new and unfamiliar faces is

programs and activities for the
disabled student. We're also trying to

and any others, will be provided only
as the need arises.

risks," he said, citing as an example

confusing to any first time student.

supply support services."

Arriving on a college campus
and acquainting youself with the con
fusing maze that is the campus, the
frustration that is registration and all

regulation

which

is

a

Imagine how much more difficult

Since the Enabling Services of

In addition to Spiess, the office is

and confusing this process would be if

fice is a very new program, specific

staffed by disabled students, without

support needs and services have yet to
_be defined. "We don't even know

whom, according to Spiess the office

In an effort to make this process
easier for the handicapped student,

what we have in the way of disabled

UOP has recently set up an Enabling

students," explained Spiess, "but as

wouldn't be in existence today. It
was the concern of these disabled sutdents that brought this program into

Services office, headed by Harold

we find out we will provide the ser

existence and they play a very impor

Spiess and located in the basement of

vices to meet their needs.

tant role in the function of the office.

you were disabled by a handicap.

Cowell Health Center.

New ramp to help disabled students

Enabling Services has 2 basic

The Enabling Services office has

purposes. One is to remove architec

Conference on September 8, included

and education at Claremont Grad

a livelv exchange of opinions on

uate

academic changes and planning,

importance of

centered around live

through a

dis

what type of services other colleges
offer.

provements will be made as the need
arises. The second and, according to

Some of the prospective services
that UOP could offer would include

Spiess, most important function is

such

economics

emphasized

things

as

a

hearing

am-

scries of brief

speakers.
Nearly

comments from the audience.
300

faculty

student

the

the Academic Council, spoke out
on planning,

report

011

the

"Greater

man, and a "State of the Univer

"Pacific

Students

ot

the

Future of Policies and Programs,"

frey.
A powerful and energetic speech

"The Mission ol

delivered

Pacific - Into

the 80's and Beyond
The small discussion
gave all

involved

to listen

to and express several

an opportunity

ASUOP

primary importance ol strong aca

(apprehended by campus security last

answered

"We

cannot,

"reach a point

These men decided that they didn't

almost given a concussion by overly

want to be put 011 the shelf and the

swimming and horseback riding they
always say 'Oh, you're so brave!'
Why am I brave just because I con

wars forced the government

act."

Harold

the stereotypes was vitally important
because "disability is totally non

pointed

revision

are

ment

It

to

the

rapidly

1959 and I studied here, both as a

rising

all , areas.

an example and attributed it to a

to tliis campus as my wife
from UOP in the class of

can happen to virtually anyone." He
disability rate in college age youth as

well

the needs of the disabled person, as
V-:
if" M-irv I <»ii was left crippled
by polio. I also have a real committ

Spiess pointed out that correction

and

comes

as a school psychologist and knows of

handicapped people.

continuously needed in most, il not

Spiess

recommended for his current position
at UOP. He has done extensive work

the stereotypes traditionally held of

modification

regulation, rehabilitation

act.

tinue doing the things that 1 like?

discriminatory in our country.

to

become aware of the handicapped
person's rights. That's what lead to

graduate and as an undergraduate
(cont. back page, col. 3)

,-rjfe.

M
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insisted Burt,

where we believe

Murder tragedy for
2 UOP freshmen

_

_

_

ceremony

last

August.
F & H Construction of Stockton,
the lowest of five bidders was awar
ded a $6,128,330 contract for the

Friday night when a coed saw the
in progress and promptlyj

multipurpose facility.
The completion date is estimated

(notified security.
Raymond Vincent Barboza ot S.

for December of 1980.
The 6,000
seat Events Center, to be located

(ninkley Ave. has been held since of
ficers Ed Alber and Robert Taylor1

southeast of Pacific Memorial
Stadium, will be used for athletic

said they found him hiding in shrub

events, as well as concerts and lec

demic program.

tlivergent points of view on a broad

literally recall times when I was

groundbreaking

An attempted rape was averted

scope of university functions.

so many men were left crippled.

I can

President
and a 19-year-old Stockton man was

was

to a head after the Vietnam war when

them what we don't need.

Construction of the Events Cen

with

Burt

"We're more interested in teaching

ter has progressed rapidly since the

heavy applause as he stressed the

Martin
groups

by

goals of the new awareness program.

for disabled people to be recognized
as individuals. "I guess it started
with World War II but it really came

thwarted

sity" address by President McCaf

80's ," "Fiscal Operations," "The

Wallace as she sat discussing the

Rape attempt i Construction underway

Pacific

Campaign" by Clifford Docbter-

tions,"

people what our needs are," smiled

'Spiess attributed the wars as
being a major factor in the movement

Events Center

planning process.
Narrow interests, he declared should
be averted, but inflexibility
said
in!lexibilitv

tives contributed to the discussions
and Direct-

"It's

Turoff, may be the "most serious
as
deterrent to good planning, a

referring to basis

problems which often impede the

with questions and

on "Academic

Plans

Dr. Sidney Turoff, chairman of

Other presentations included a

admin

representa

lence.

essays

interspersed

and

students and administration.

not so much that we want to teach

helpful people. When people find out
that I continue with my interests in

95211

we have reached academic excel

education

cussions and highlighted by various

istrators

Wallace is in the

tural barriers to the handicapped
students. Spiess said that these im

R.

Bowne, professor

topical

also be made aware of what they
don't need; that they can and want to
(be functioning members of today's

the awareness training is to correct

Howard

higher

special needs of the handicapped and

She also stressed that another goal ol

for the President's All-University

School,

You can see why it's important
that people be made aware of the

society. That's why we initiated this

"Planningfor the future
of

neck down during last years football
season.

program at UOP."

Ca.

speaker

Saints, who was paralyzed from the

training program for the faculty,

All University Conference
Keynote

Darryl Stingley of the New Orleans

been doing extensive research to see

University

"Planning for the 80's," the theme

Kolindra

Athletes take a lot of

process of establishing an awareness
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more reckless lifestyle. "There are
fastrer cars, faster drivers, more

(crime

(bery

tures.
Approximately $3 million has

near Stadium Dr. and Ken

Kington Way shortly after Alber sur

Salarno's father,

prised a man attempting to attack a

been raised in cash, pledges, and gilts

By Susan Pillow

Michael Salarno, a prominent San

Pacifican Editor-in-Chief

Francisco businessman, and civic

[coed at about 11:45 p.m.
According to police, Barboza s

complex, the largest amount raised

leader, characterized Burns as "an

Iclolhing was similar to that worn by

all-American boy...I told him how

the attacker.
The victim, who lives on campus

dship surfaced.

Amidst

welcome-back

parties,

registration, and the first day of
classes, the news spread slowly:
Catina Salarno, a first-time fresh
man, on-campus for less than one day
had been murdered.
Stockton police were called 1,..
mediately as freshman Kevin Arlin
notified officials that he had spotted

proud 1 was to call him my 'son'."
Burns had worked in Salarno's
appliance shop to raise the money ,

told investigators a man approached
her from behind, grabbed her waist,

toward his education at UOP. It was

[and threw her to the grass south of

from that store that Burns admitted

jthe Finance Center

stealing a .38 caliber weapon like

I Lane.
The coed was warned of a knif

that used to kill his girlfriend.
Theinurder is, as Michael Salar

her, unconscious, near the Long
! Theatre shortly before 10 p.m. Sep
tember 3.
Within a week the investigation
yielded results, and another UOP
freshman, Steven John Burns, was
arrested on September 5, having ad
mitted to killing Salarno when she
broke off their 3-year relationship.
The tragedy was intensified as

no put it, "a waste of two lives,

from the community for any facility
in the history of Stockton.

on Burcham

land subsequently of a magnum gun

and

a tragedy for many more.
He talks of Catina's enthusiasm
and dedication to her chosen field of
study. "She was going to be a dentist
She had worked during the summer
and on weekends, saving her money
to go to UOP because it is the Num
ber 1 school in Northern California

the story of Burns long-time frien

toward the $6.1 million cost of the

her attacker claimed to possess.
The wouldibe rapist lied whe
j Alber approached the scene of th

7

rtkWtiSSk

'

struggle. Alber lost sight of him nea
the Education Building.

Whe"

Mt&ftkMSIPS' •

Taylor arrived, both heard rustling
the bushes.

Alber twice ordered th.

man to come out.

The two officers

then dragged the suspect out and|
k<,n,l,-,.ffcdhim.

for dentistry."

Referendum for ASUOP revisions
The ASUOP Senate has appmved responsive system of representabom
a special referendum
passed will replace

which, if

the Senate with

a Board of Supervisors.
The special referendum

will require

a general election to be held Oc

vi cice-pi
oiuc... —
V
e -president
Bank
^ ^
Our present structure does not e
tively represent students. Although
most students have heard of the

few have felt its impact. Its
Senate
members are' not obviously iden

tober 9.
The new Board would consist of

tifiable with their constituents, an

elected representatives from each a

senators are."
Banks continues, "I want every

eampus living group and each con
stituent school, and executive Vice-

students

seldom know

who

their

President to act as chairman, and

person on campus td be able to say
they know at least one Supervisor.

vote only to break a tie, and the

This would add accountability for

President as a non-voting member.

the Board actions.
Current ASUOP Senators would

"The problem is not with the
Senators,"

says Burt, "but ratheg

with the Senate.

We need a more

automatically

become Supervisors

until the expiration of their terms.
The Board would be responsible

Grand Canyon on campus? No, but initial construction work provides a spectacular view

for legislative and policy-setting fun
ctions,

as

well

as

approval

ot

executive and judicial positions.

Inside this Week
Greg Spencer is ASUOP's
new social director.
Placing
emphasis
on
student involvement, he
hopes to bring quality en
tertainment on campus.

.
°P,mon
Entertainment
Sports......"",
Classified ads......

2
5
7

Paull comes to UOP to
aid student activities as
^ Un|versity
Center. Seepg. 10

for camera lens.
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Doctor's
Advice
B y Dr. Werner
Medical Director
Cowell Health Center

For a Greater Pacific"

Student Contributions

Mike Allen's Endless Summer
Editor's note - A typical Ray-Cal stu
dent is sending his typically Ray-Cal
columns from a typical Ray-Cal loca
tion, Hirakata Osaka, Japan, tor
connoisseurs of bizarre humor...En
joyI hope all of you had a really
great summer vacation. Mine wasn't
so hot.
I tried to get a job, but every
where I went they told me I was overqualified. One employer was quite
frank with me. "Look," he said.
"UOP has such high academic stan
dards that 1 just can't afford to pay
what its students are worth."
I decided to go to Chicago and
just as I had suspected, nobody there
had ever heard of UOP. I was offered
jobs left and right. But I guess I just
didn't feel like working this summer
so I booked a DC-10 flight back to LA
in time for Memorial Day. Unfor
tunately, my watch had stopped that
day and I missed my flight com
pletely.
The thought of staying in

|1EJ N
ROCKY
MTN
NEWS

' I'LL
RUIN YOUR
Y TEETH

JDCE:
7 I'LL
ROT YOUR
K LIVER

7 I'LL ^
PESTROY
YOUR

KIDWEYS

'

I'LL

GTVE. YOU
CANCER

^

I'LL

CLOG YOUR
ARTERIES

ILL
GIVE YOU
A HEART
ATTACK

iHl

saw.

-Didn't I meet you
(Or was it Paris?)
-You're Miss Califo
you? I just saw your pi
newspaper.

Chicago all weekend led me to a little
bar on the edge of town where I met
this voluptuous blonde named Don
na. She hadn't been able to find a job
either so we decided to spend some
time together in Australia. We were
walking along the beach near Point
Fowler one morning when this huge
hunk of metal screamed by and
crashed in the sand about fifteen feet
ahead of us. Donna fainted on the
spot. But luckily, it only took one of
my potent kisses to revive her.
We figured it must have been
part of Skylab and Donna wanted to
go searching for more of the junk. I
didn't so I left her there on the beach.
The next evening I was visiting
my friend Bill Fisher in Carnegie,
Pennsylvania when President Carter
walked in. "Oh, hi Mike, he said.
"Fancy meeting you here."
Jimmy knows all about my
brillant columns in The Pacifican so
he asked me to write his speech. I
would have done it but he couldn't
afford to pay my price. "Damned
UOP students," he grumbled.
I could see the man was in agony
so out of the kindness of my. heart I
• offered him some free advice. I told
him to confess all of his failures and
try to start over. "Let them know
that you know what they think of
you, I said. "Tell them that you
know all those 'Carter' jokes. Tell
them it's all true. And then chew

The Course
There is no treatment for
mononucleosis. The illness runs its
course in 10 days to 3 weeks. You
can return to athletic activities when
the splenic enlargement subsides.

Suicide: Trends, Statistics, Reasons
By Rick Griggs
Department of Psychology

•How could such a successful student
kill himself?
-Why should such a well-liked girl
take her own life?
-With all that he had going for him...
suicide?
Such are the (soul-searching)
questions that arise in the aftermath
of a completed suicide.
Coroner's files throughout the
world, attest to the widespread
jiature of the problem in all agegroups. From Kamikazi pilots, to
corporate executives; from the
pregnant teenage girl, to the "suc
cessful" medical student. Not one
group is immune from the possibility
of self-destruction.
In the U.S. alone, suicide is
usually classified as the tenth most
common cause ot death, resulting in
roughly 25,000 to 40,000 actual

suicides a year.
Getting closer to home, the
records of the San Joaquin County
Coroner's Office show that the
suicide rate over the past 7 years has
been as high as the homicide rate. In,
and around Stockton, an average of
46 people die every year in each of
the two categories.
It is interesting to note that if
suicidal intent cannot be confirmed,
as in many single-car accidents and
drug/medicine overdoses, the death
will usually be classified as acciden
tal, thus sparing the family and
friends any undue grief, guilt, or em
barrassment.
Lately, suicide prevention has
been given increasing attention,
mainly in the form of Crisis Interven
tion Centers. The Stockton Crisis
Line or "Hotline" receives about 50
suicide calls per month. About twothirds of these callers appear to be
seriously contemplating killing them
selves.

With the shift from Emile "ending it all." One normally per
Durkheim's philosophical style, to the forms certain behaviors, or daily ac
tivities (e.g. sleeping, eating, talking,
advanced statistical analyses of
sexual
activity, etc.). When these ob
today, researchers are still baffled by
servable
patterns
change
the myriads of reasons, methods, and
dramatically, take heed, this may be
reactions concerning suicide.
the only evidence of extreme internal
Although many questions remain
unanswered, a few consistent trends turmoil.
Having
occasional,
brief
have emerged...
thoughts of suicide is normal. If these
More women than men attempt
thoughts or feelings are intense, occur
suicide, but twice as many men die at
often,
and last over an extended
their own hands. For black women
period of time, there are several
and American Indian youths it is the
souces of assistance and counseling.
number one killer.
Since the 1950's, the number of
Talking to a friend often helps
suicides among college students have
considerably. Community resources
surged into a position, second only to
include the UOP Counseling Center,
accidental death.
For every suc Cowell Health Center, the Stockton
cessful college suicide, 10 unsuc 24-hour Crisis Line (943-2121), the
cessful attempts are made.
Eastside Opportunity House, St.
So much for figures, suicide is,
Joseph's Hospital, or local clinical
above all else, a very personal and
psychologists and psychiatrists.
individual matter.
There is more to come on what
There are many hints or clues
leads to suicide, how to identify a
that may suggest to you and I, that a
potential victim and what you can do
friend or relative is thinking about
to help yourself or a friend.

Monc
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Mike Allen s Autumn Follies

-)octor's

advice
Bv

By Mike Allen
Pacifican Columnist

Dr. Werner

Medical Director
CoWell

Health Center.

Nio«onUSthatwehaveseen on
A" "ccasionahy
that may
ca*PUS
as a sore throat,as infeconudeosis. This is a viral
ti0USm, t is onlv mildly contagrous.
illneSS
incidence among suscepstudents is less than
tible Coll!ghe loW le^l of cou
rt r" ^ suggests perhaps some
—cnpss sugb
immune
'of those few individuals
infectious
slty develop

dose contact
rL virus is spread by close conUahlv via the oralact' pt°
The incubation |
oute
respir3tor>
two to four weeks.
Pen

, ten called the "Kissing

t Mthough kissing is one
ti spreading
virus, it has
, I that most often only one
fertious mononucleosis.

Fatigue

.

T h e classic illness is fever,

headache, sore throat, swollen glands

and fatigue. Individuals may have
,nv of all of the above symptoms.
The disease may begin abruptly or
gradually over Several days. There is
£reat variability in severity and
duration of the illness. Most cases are
mi|d or seldom require morel

Fall is one of the most agonizing
seasons of the year. You have to buy
books. You have to read them. You
aave to stop lying out in the sun all
day long. You have to stop making
money and start spending it. And
worst of all, you have to memorize a
lot of new names.
Many people find "meeting new
people" to be the most frustrating of
all the Autumn follies. Since I don't
ever have this problem myself, I
thought I could be of help to those
who do.
The first mistake that most
people make is to believe that they
can meet people in the dormitories or
in classes, or any other ordinary
place. It doesn t matter how hard
you try, you will never meet in
teresting people unless you go to the
fraternity parties.
Since I attend these parties
regularly, I've heard all of the great
opening lines and I've decided to
share them with you. For those of
you who prefer to be more creative,
believe me, I understand. But at least
you should read the part where I ex
plain what not to say. This is the
most important part so I've saved it
for the end.
Here's some opening lines that
will work at a frat party every time:
-I'll bet you're a Scorpio, aren't
you?
-Didn't I meet you in Bahrain?
(Or was it Paris?)
-You're Miss California, aren't
you? I just saw your picture in the
newspaper.

than sev eral days in bed.

Soreness

The sore throat lasts seven to 10
Lns and the tonsils are involved in
most cases. In many cases there may
I*, an exudate on the tonsils. The spre
thr iat "I infectious mononucleosis
liiH-s not respond to antibiotics. A
MUh throat culture should be taken to rule
out strep throat. It is interesting to
ine note that 10 to 15 per cent of patients
Kxi with infectious mononucleosis, also
liur have strep throat that needs treat
tin ment with penicillin.
the
ust Bleeding
ol
The complication of infectious
iib mononucleosis that is potentially
serious is enlargement of the spleen.
the The enlarged spleen occurs often in
be this illness and students must avoid
him athletics or any activity that might
tor
result in being hit in tlje spleen.
ador
the

itw-

> ask

le to

Ion'I
do.

1a

obe

U is
pay

Bier
Jarton

"as

1
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a

Jaundice
Occasionally there may be mild \
jaundice becuase of liver in
volvement. This can then be con-!
fused w ith infectious hepatitis. Blood
tests can tell the difference and are
ls«d to make the diagnosis.
The
,J °°d exam shows an elevated white
1 Hlllt vx ith most of these being a
hpicai hymphocytes.
A more
sPeu it mononucleosis test confirms
'he presence of this illness.
The Course

There is no treatment for
roononudeosis. The illness runs its
daYs

to 3 weeks. You
n return to athletic activities when
SP enic enlargement subsides.
UfSe in

:or|rv-Chief

^ Pillow
Advertising
pam

Do you ski? (If he doesn't, he's
Probably here on scholarship
anyway.)

See how easy that was. It's so
easy that you may be wondering how
any one could go to a frat party and
-D° you p|ay backgammon?
say the wrong thing. Yet people do it
ven people on scholarship play
all the time.
backgammon.)
In order to prevent these foolish
I
•—
| LlfeVJV2 HftPfUHc),J8fi«SE7
| mistakes from ever happening again,
I have compiled the following list of
IT'S &/Uy7]glf>Py ee/hjtfaze
opening lines which should never be
used at a frat party:
-Do you want to dance?
| VL. >te.Ocmool f^Au(£.iV2EYoueeisrnn|
iI -T7>
Krt/'it toAt?
-Didn't I meet you in Modesto?
~n> At I TU/< U
uk£ rfsioom*hm
I
you VarrHrr I
-My name is
McCaffery. What's yours?
-Do you play bridge? (Nobody
p.lays bridge.)
-Where are you from?
(You
might get away with this one if you're
from Miami, but if you're from
Stockton you should avoid this
question like the plague.)
-What's your major? (A quick
way to establish that you have
I
nothing in common with each other.)
!
° ( I \ V \ \ A V
-Didn't you work at the
-Let me know when you get tired
Rathskellar last year? (Even if she
of dancing and I'll take you home.
did, she'd never admit it.)
-It s hard to dance with your
-Don't I know you from
clothes on. Isn't it? (I swear I didn't
somewhere? (Even Sorority girls get
make that one up.)
tired of this one.)
-You have the most fascinating
-I'm Mike. I write for the Pacifi
eyebrows I've ever seen.
can. (I had to learn this one the hard
-I'm writing an article about how
way. Usually girls just laugh and say,
to pick up women. Could I interview
"Oh really, what other tricks can you
you? (O.K. So I made one up myself.
do?")
I'm sorry.)
*
-I hate to see you waste such good
Now that you all have sufficien
moves on the dance floor...
tly mastered the fine techniques of
-I'm Jim. I play end. (I keep
"meeting new people," 1 expect UOP
waiting to. hear some girl reply, "Oh
to become a very wild and crazy
really, what other tricks can you do?
place. Maybe we can even get back
But alas, girls fall for this dumb line
on Playboy's top ten list. And all
every time.)
because of me.

|

|

U.S. policy lowers Iranian
student enrollment rate
(CPS)-One of the 450 freshman
enrolling last week at Williams
College, a small liberal arts school
here, was someone who would have
excited much protest just a year ago.
He was Prince Reza Pahlavi, 18-yearold son of the exiled Shah of Iran.
According to Ray Boyer, Williams'
public information director, "The
reception by the students has gone
very smoothly."
Things haven't gone as smoothly
for other Iranians who want to study
in the United States this fall. In 197879, some 60,000 Iranians formed the
largest single block of foreigners
studying on American campuses.
They were also the most visible seg
ment of the foreign student commun
ity, frequently disrupting campus life
with sometimes violent protests
against the shah's regime.
Though figures are still being ga
thered by the Institute for Interna
tional Education, which takes an an
nual census of foreign students here,
it appears there will be far fewer
Iranian students here for the 79-80
academic year.
The decline in numbers appears
to be due more to American policy
than to any policy of the Ayatollah
Khomeni, who helped overthrow the
father of the Williams College fresh

In August, the INS extended the
deportation deadline to June 1, 1980.
At the State Department's request,
though, some rules were relaxed. INS
commissioner Leonel J. Castillo says
the INS will not force Iranians to
return to an "unfavorable political
climate."
Even if the Iranian's do return to
the U.S. in force, their days as a
militant force seem to be over. Many
chapters - as well as the Washington,
D.C. headquarters - of the Iranian
Student Association, which directed
much of last year's anti-shah activi

Consequently campus security
around the shah's son is relatively
loose. Boyer said there were special
security precautions to protect the
prince, whose father is now wanted
dead or alive in Iran, but he declined
to discuss them for obvious reasons..
Williams is used to the children
of famous figures. Former Vice Pres
ident Spiro Agnew's daughter Kim
was a Williams student. Boyer says
the college is just as comfortable
having the prince as a student.

Parents and Alumni
taste academic life
By Peggy Holm
Managing Editor

Coming up on September 29,
UOP's Alumni-Parent Program will
sponser their third annual AlumniParent Day.
In the past, this day has been
greeted with enthusiasm by all in
volved, providing an excellent oppor
tunity for both parents and alumni to
experience the academic and social
life at UOP.
This year's Alumni-Parent Day
will prove to be no exception. The
Alumni-Parent Program, directed by
Kara Brewer, has planned the day to
include a mixed doubles tennis tourn
ament from 9 a.m. to 12 noon, a lun
cheon program at Elbert Covell
dining hall, a 2 p.m. soccer match
against Cal-State Fullerton, a presi
dents reception in the Regents Dining
Room and various seminars that will
be conducted throughout the day.

man last March.
After a January 2nd riot at the
Beverly Hills, Ca., home of the shah s
sister, the U.S.Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) began a
crackdown on foreign students, with
a special eye on Iranian students. At
the request of then-Attorney General
Griffen Bell, the INS threatened to de
port any foreign students who broke
U.S. laws, and began a check on the
status of the students. According to
some reports, nearly a third of the
students were "out of status, and
thus eligible to be deported.

The students that are active it)
the Alumni-Parent Program have
selected the professors whom they
find most stimulating and exciting to
conduct these seminars which will

cover a wide variety of subjects such
as "Cults, Crazies and Religions,'
"Our Changing Economy," "The Ef
fects of Non-prescription Drugs,"
"Agression and Hostility in Sports,
and others.
The day will conclude with the
showing of Capricorn One at the
University Center Theater and the
Tigers vs. Fullerton football game.
In addition to helping plan this
annual event, the Student-Alumni
Council works year round in trying to
expand student involvement and
traditional aactivities at UOP. For
this years Homecoming, the StudentAlumni Council has revived the tradi
tion of a freshman-sophmore, junior
senior, tug of war. They are also
largely involved in the planning of
the Homecoming Parade, down
Pacific Ave., and have expanded the
trophies that will be awarded to this
year's entrants.
Any student with suggestions and
ideas, or interested in becoming in
volved with the Student-Alumni
Council, is urged to contact Kara
Brewer at her office on the third floor
of Burns Tower.
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Carters guidelines
spark campus lobbying
(CPS)-Ever since President Jim
my Carter announced his voluntary
wage-price guidelines last fall,
colleges and universities have been
lobbying for special treatment.
Higher education'lobbies argued that
they should not be treated as forprofit institutions, and that they
should be allowed to raise student
costs more than the seven percent the
guidelines allowed.
That argument suffered a setback
when, just before Labor Day, the
Council on Wage and Price Stability
cited Boston University for "probable
noncompliance" with the guidelines.
Though a final decision has not
yet been made, BU could lose some
$50 million in federal grants and
contracts this year.
The Boston case is the Council's
first response to last spring's round of
protests over spiralling tuition costs,
to numerous individual student com
plaints to the Council, and the many
requests for "clarification" of the
guidelines from colleges and univer
sities.
In fact many schools would ap
pear to have violated the guidelines.
A report from the College Board
estimated that a student going to a
four-year private college will pay
10.6 percent more than last year.
Public four-year schools' cost are up
an average 8.5 percent.
Though
the
wage-price
guidelines are voluntary, the Carter
administration has pledged to
withhold federal contracts worth
more than $5 million from organiza
tions that violate the guidelines.
The clash between rising tuition
prices and the inflation guidelines has
inspired many a trip to Washington
by administrators. Council Chair
man Arthur Corazzini admitted that
he'd gotton a lot of inquiries, but
refused to say which schools - or even
how many - have requested exem
ptions from the guidelines.

"Colleges," sums up Harvard
Finance Director Thomas O'Brien,
"are being squeezed by rapid cost in
creases on the one hand, and
depressed revenues on the other."
One reason for "depressed
revenues" is the tax-cutting mood of
many state legislatures. Legislatures
in Massachusetts, North Dakota, New
Jersey, Ohio, New York, and other
states have insisted that students through higher tuitions - pay for a
greater
percentage
of
their
educations.
Robert Bergenheim, a BU vice
president, told Higher Education
Daily that the increases were part of
a university effort to have its faculty
wages "catch up" to average pay
scales.
Last spring the Council on Wage
and Price Stability ruled that tuition

was just one part of the price a school
charges a student. Consequently, a
school would violate the guidelines
only if total student charges - tuition
plus housing plus student fees - ex
ceeded the 7 percent limit.
The increases are part of a longterm trend that pre-dates the taxcutting fever in most legislatures.
From 1968 to 1978, in-state students
at public colleges and universities
suffered a 72 percent cost increase.
Out-of-state students have had it even
worse, with a 92 percent increase
over the ten years.
With or without council citations
the
trend is likely to continue.
Estimates for the 1990's are that a
degree from a four-year public
college may cost sonic $47,000.
Private colleges will weigh in at

$82,000.

Top honors to
engineer students
Two UOP civil engineering
the UOP School of Engineering, said
students, who earlier this year were
that in earlier competition sponsored
ranked among the best in California,
by the Consulting Engineers
were selected as among the top 15 in
Association of California the two
the nation this summer.
Pacific students were among six
Trade K. Hirabara, 22, a senior
scholarship recipients from a field of
from Sacramento, and Russell
25 finalists. Tracie won the top
Tanouye, 21, a junior from
award in California of a $1,000
Honolulu, were selected among the
scholarship and Russell was third and
top 15 in the nation in competition
received $500. UOP was the only
sponsored by the American Con
school with two scholarship recipien
sulting Engineers Council. For this
ts, and Heyborne noted that the com
honor each of the students received a
petition included students from UC
plaque and check for $1,000. They I Berkeley and Stanford.
were competing with several hundred
"The statewide competition has
students from throughout the U.S.
been going on for three years and we
The judging was based on their
are very proud of the fact that four
scholastic record, extra-curricular
Pacific students have been selected,
activities, faculty evaluations, work
including the top award recipient in
experiences and an essary they
two of the three years," Heyborne
prepared on a career as a consulting
said. The California award that went
engineer.
to Tracie thi8s year was won by UOP
Dr. Robert L. Heyborne, dean of
student Dan Klinker in 1977.

"The information should be kept
confidential," he explained. "It's a
matter of propriety."
Corrazzini did say that "tuition
is a price of an economic unit, just
like anything else," and should con
sequently be subject to the guidelines.
Yet until the August 29 citation,
the Council had not officially moved
against a college or university. Even
then, the announcement was guar
ded. Craig Hoogstra, a staffer in the
Council's Office of Pay Monitoring,
said "it appears to us initially that the
school is not in compliance," but that
the announcement was not a finding
of a violation.
The College Board study,
however, found that all classes of
higher education were imposing total
student charge increases in excess of
the guidelines' limit.
Such increases, of course, in
fluence tuition levels. So do factors
like the inflated costs of other college
goods and services. BU, for example,
is using less oil now than it did before
the 1973 Arab oil embargo, but its
fuel costs are five times what they
were then.

R.A. & S.A.
selections
for 1980-81 staff positions

INTERESTED?
Applications available: Sept. 24
Deadline for applying: Oct. 5
R.A. apply Student Life Office Knoles Hall
S.A. apply Student Advising Office
109 Bannister Hall
•
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All are welcome

Weekdays

Newman House 7:15 a.m.

Sunday Evenings

Morris Chapel - 8 p.m

Every Sunday a t 7 : 0 0 p.m. the Catholic Sacra
ment of Reconciliation (confession) is celebrated at
Morris Chapel on an individual basis. If any student
wishes t o participate in this sacrament at another
time, please call Fr. Silva at 9 5 1 - 0 8 8 1 .
The Newman House is located across from
Cowell Health Center. Call for additional infor
mation, 9 5 1 - 0 8 8 1 .

September

21,1979
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FOOD SERVICE AT PACIFIC

time aftacefee
and emy

AT

THE UNIVERSITY

REDWOOD ROOM

Monday-

7:30 A.M.—4:30 P.M.
Thursday
Friday
7:30 A.M.—3:30 P.M.
Closed Saturdays & Sundays

Featuring an Elegant Buffet or
a Light Lunch in a Relaxed
Atmosphefe.

Featuring: Quick-Service Type
Foods, Ready-Made Sandwiches
and Salads, Fountain Items,
Beverages and Desserts.

SAMPLE MENU
Entrees
Soup
Salad
Buffet

$3.75

Roast Beef Au Jus
Lasagne
Clam Chowder
Tossed Salad
Fruit Salad
Jello Salad
Potato Salad
Assorted Relishes. Cottage Cheese
Carrot or Cole Slaw
Fresh French Bread

Desserts

THE RATHSKELLER

THE MALL

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
11:30 A.M.—1:30 P.M.

Beverages

Ice Cream or Pudding
Light Lunch
Soup or (1) Salad
Sandwich of the Day
Beverage

$2.00

MEAL TICKETS HONORED
VALUE $2.00

Mon—Fri. 8:30 AM—2:00 PM; 5:00 PM- -9:30 PM
Sat —11:00 AM—2:00 PM
Sun.—5:00 PM—9:30 PM
LUNCH 11AM—2PM
HOFBRAU
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
$2.25
w/salad, pickle on french roll
Assorted Cold Sandwiches $1.25
Salad
$.40-$.60
Soup
$-70
Hot Chili
$.80
Hot Dog
$.75
Hamburger $1.30

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Two (2) Eggs, fried or scrambled
Hash Browns, Toast
With Ham, Bacon or Sausages

CENTER

$1.30
$2.00

LUNCHEON MENU
$1.30
Hot Dog
$.75
$1.40
Hot Dog W/Chili $.90
Hot Soup
$.70
$1.40
Chili W/Crackers $.80
French Fries
$.55
Plus assorted Salads, Sandwiches and Desserts
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
UOP Special
W/Chips

GRILL
Grilled Cheese
$.80
Grilled Cheese W/Ham $1.35
French Fries
$.55

HEALTH FOOD BAR
Sample Sandwich: Avocado, Cheese,
Alfalfa Sprouts, Tomatoes
$1.20
Sample Drink: "Whizzie"
Yogurt, Honey, Fresh Fruit
$.95
Health Food Salad
$.85
NIGHTS
Food Served 5:00 PM—9:00 PM—Bar til 9:30 PM
Pizzas: Plain $2.40 $3.30 $4.15

Tossed Salad
1 Item $2.80 $3.95 $4.85
large bowl
Chicken Dinner
$2.75 individual
Trailmaster Steak Sandwich $1.50 FrenchFries
Diet Plate
$1.40 Popcorn
Plus other grilled sandwiches

MEAL TICKETS HONORED
B'FAST TILL 10:30:
$1.85
Value: LUNCH TILL4:00:
$2.00
DINNER TILLCLOSING: $2.55

$1.25
$.60
$.55
$.35

WITH MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT

AT

THE RESIDENCE

GRACE COVELL DINING HALL

fff

1

ELBERT COVELL DINING HALL

Weekdays: B'fast 7:15 AM—10:00 AM
Sat. and Sun.: Cont'l B'fast 8:30 AM —10 AM
Lunch 11:15 AM—1:30 PM
Brunch 11:00 AM—1:00 PM
Dinner 4:30 PM—6:30 PM

Weekdays: B'fast: Closed
Sat. and Sun.: Closed
Lunch 11:30 AM—12:30 PM
Dinner 5:00 PM—6:15 PM

Grace Cove// has a large, cheerful dining hall
with two serving lines for speedy service and
two private dining rooms where small groups
can eat in privacy.

Elbert Covell is a friendly dining room where
you can practice your Spanish with the
"Covellianos" and where rice and hot gravy
or special casserole dishes are served
everyday for lunch.

RAYMOND DINING HALL
'JR.

HALLS

THIS DINING HALL IS
USED FOR BANQUETS AND
OTHER SPECIAL OCCASIONS

QUAD DINING HALL
Weekdays: B'fast 7:15 AM—9:00 AM
Sat. and Sun.: Cont'l B'fast 8:30 AM—9:30 AM
Lunch 11:15 AM—12:30 PM
Brunch 11:00 AM—1:00 PM
Dinner 4:30 PM—6:30 PM
In addition to meeting interesting students and
faculty who have been in Asia, you will also like Quad
if you are vegetarian. While all dining rooms serve
suitable foods lor vegetarians during breakfast and
lunch, only Quad sen/es specially-cooked vegetarian
entrees at all meals. Be sure to come early — they
usually go fast!

living in Stockton
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New ASUOP social director
promises quality entertainment
By Sue Keenom

the hypocrites that complain about

PacificanYiving Editor

He promises to bring quality en
tertainment to campus, he plans to
w0rk with the students, not for them,
he's charming, witty, honest and he
knows the entertainment business in
side out, his name is Gregory Spencer, the newly appointed Social
pjrector for ASUOP.
Spencer is a sophomore in the
School of Business and Public Ad
ministration. He balances his time
between his new job and keeping up
with three majors, one in Business
Administration, another in Public
Administration and a third in Com
munication Arts.
"First and foremost," Spencer
stresses, "I am a student." He adds
that he cannot perform the job as
social director on his own, he needs
student help and feedback.
One of Spencer's pet peeves are

the entertainment on campus, but do
nothing about it.
"I urge those that are interested
to join the ASUOP social committee
if their time allows, if not stop by and
give me some feedback on what en
tertainment you would like to see this
year on campus."
Spencer has several changes in
store for the program. One of his top
priorities is to start an information
packet that can be passed on to future
social directors containing pertinent
information on how to book acts,
how to deal with agents, important
names, phone numbers and ad
dresses.
Things were in a mess when I
started this job. I had nobody to turn
to for guidance. Ben Slaght, John
Warren, and Gary Kleemann are all
gone.
Basically, all members of
ASUOP are new and know less than I
do.

ASUOP Social Director Gregory Spencer
Photo by David Aguilar

CAMPUS

CALENDAR
Friday, September 21, 1979
ASUOP Film: "Superman" - U. Cen. Theater - 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
A Cappella & Symphony Orchestra - Conservatory Auditorium - 8:15
p.m;

Van-Gogh In Black & White - U. Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00p.m.

Friday, September 21, 1979
ASUOP Film: "Superman" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
A Cappella & Symphony Orchestra Conservatory Auditorium 8:15 p.m.
Van Gogh In Black & White - U. Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, September 22, 1979
Susuki String Club of San Joaquin County - Long Theatre - 4:00

"I also plan to reorganize the
structure of the new social commit
tee." he added. "I will have a
publicity coordinator, a stage
manager, a facility manager and a
public relations person working with
me, they in turn will have people on
committees working with them."
"I need quality people to work
with me. I cannot and will not
arrange all the social activities on
campus by myself. I will act as a
catalyst." He added. "If you are in
terested in working on the social
committee come by and see me
soon."
Spencer wants to bring only
quality entertainment to campus. He
plans to have two to four big acts this
year, if all goes well. He has a benefit
planned for this coming spring,
which is about "90% wrapped up,"
he says.
He goes on to explain that it is
difficult to persuade good acts to
come and perform at UOP. "We are
a secondary market, bands will stop
by here if they are on their way to San
Francisco or Los Angeles, but they
will not make a special trip just to
perform here."
Space is also a serious limitation
when booking acts.
"I almost had Chicago booked to
perform here when they asked me
how large the conservatory was,
when I told them it held only 1500
people that was it, they said sorry
they couldn't play to a crowd that
small."
Recently, Spencer was trying in
vain to get ahold of Peter Frampton's
manager when Frampton himself an. swered the phone. He couldn't let the
opportunity slip by him so he asked
Frampton why he and other wellknown groups would not come and
perform at UOP if they received
enough money. "He told me that it
was written into their contracts they
couldn't play to small audiences, it
just wasn't feasible. They must play
to a minimum crowd of 20,000.
Spencer also hinted at the fact
that the bigger acts would come to
UOP if they could perform in the
stadium which holds a large enough
crowd. "But President McCaffrey
holds fast to his statement that he will
allow no concerts in the stadium as
long as he is president because of
what happened back in the early
seventies at a day on the green,
somebody was shot and killed."
Spencer also mentioned that he is
frequently asked why doesn't he pool
all the money that has been put aside
for entertainment into one big con
cert? "I can't do that," he says.
"There are a lot of different
backgrounds on campus and people
have a wide variety of likes and
dislikes. It just wouldn't be fair."
Spencer also points out that the
social budget has been cut. After ex
penses, there is only about $15,000
actual dollars left for an entire year
of entertainment.
Despite these few drawbacks
Gregory Spencer is determined to ex
cel in his position, to bring to this
campus the quality entertainment the
students want and clamour for. Af
ter talking with him and seeing him
at work, I have no doubts that he
will.

the album to learn which cover de
sign they have received. •
If Led Zeppelin employs one gim
mick, it is an aura of mystery. The
cover itself, once unwrapped, is
another masterpiece in profound art,
concocted by Hipgnosis ("Presence"
and Bad Company's "Desolation An
gels" are other records covered by
Hipgnosis artwork) an album-design
group whic specializes in the bizarre.
The next layer of the package,
however, is the oddest of all. On the
I i
record sleeve is a shadowy, black and
white picture of "the morning after"
at a bar; empty glasses and bottles,
pills, money and an ash tray. How
ever, this seemingly dull and seedy
scene turns out to be quite colorful in
Led Zeppelin
deed, when one dampens the sleeve.
Atlantic Records
A simple swipe with a damp cloth
By Kevin Bartram
turns the black and white setting into
Pacifican Staff Writer
a burst of yellow, pink, green and
As usual, Led Zeppelin has pro blue. Trust me and try it.
duced the untypical. Everything
As I said, the packaging is as
about "In Through the Out Door," unique as the group's music.
the English super-group's eighth
And the music on this album is
studio album, is unusual.
unique. As usual, the ever-popular
The music is innovative and en quartet is involved in experimen
hanced by much experimentation, tation as some cuts sound like no Led
and the album package itself is quite Zeppelin ever before released,
intriguing. However, all in all, ZepJohn Paul Jones' keyboard work
pelin has come through with a huge is heavily emphasized on most tracks
success, three long years after the re- as legendary guitarist Jimmy Page
lease of their last studio album, "Pre- steps out of the spotlight somewhat,
sence."
However, Page still manages to perFor starters, the album package form some excellent guitar work. His
is unlike any I have ever seen. The al- guitar-synthesiser work on the destinbum itself is wrapped in what ap- ed classic "All My Love" is superb as
pears to be a brown paper bag, a is his blues sound on the album's final
guise supposedly employed to hide cut, "I'm Gonna Crawl."
the album cover.
Lead singer Robert Plant has
Six different cover designs have made a strong comeback, of sorts. Afbeen marketed and, one supposes, ter
two disappointing
vocal
Zeppelin simply wished to add a exhibitions on "Physical Graffittr"
touch of mystery to the long-awaited and "Presence," the group's last two
comeback as consumers will be fore- albums, Plant has seemed to regain
ed to wait until arriving home with some of the lost vocal prowess that

Sop Film: "Superman" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.

ASUOP Film: "Superman" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3:00, 6:00 & 9:00
p.m.
Tuesday, September 25, 1979
- U. Cen. Theatre - 9:00
ASUOP Film: 'Beauty and the Beast'
p.m.
HAS French Hum & Oboe Recital: George Nemeth & Neil Tatman - Conservatory Aud. - 8:15 p.m.
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Bob Hosea-Photographs - U . Cen. Gallery- .
Wednesday, September 26, 1979

UCPC Rathskeller Entertainment:

In Through
the
Out Door"

"Sounds Unlimited" - U. Cen.

Rathskeller - 9.00 p.m
Bob Hosea - Photographs - U. Cen. fallen

9:00-5:00

p.m.

Thursday, September 27, 1979
UCPC Film: "Jules & Jim" -^U. Cen. ^eatre g^°^p m
Bob Hosea - Photographs - U. Cen. Ga for
christ . Ray.
Guest Speaker: Rusty White, Campus Crusa
mond Common Room - 8:00 p.m.

One of the most suspenseful mur
der mystery plays to have reached
the American stage has been chosen
by Stockton Civic Theatre as the first
attraction to be presented during its
1979-80 season.
"Ten Little In
dians," Agatha Christie's chill and
shudder melodrama will open
tonight.
A smash hit on both New York
and London stages, "Ten Little Inddians" is Miss Christie's terrorpacked dramatization of her well' remembered Saturday Evening Post
serial, "And Then There Were
None."
The play's excitement begins
early. Eight guests of a missing host
they have never met are just being in
troduced to one another at a party in
a weird country house an island off
the coast of Devon when suddenly a
disembodied voice calls out through a
loudspeaker accusations of murder
against each of the guests—and the
two house servants.
While the guests are recovering

helped make Led Zeppelin the hardrock group of the seventies.
The album starts out with a cut
entitled "In the Evening which fea
tures Plant on some excellent blues
and a touch of nice guitaristry by
Page. "In the Evening" is also heavi
ly influenced by light background
synthesiser music.
Teo songs on the album have a
country flair, a first for Zeppelin.
"South Bound Suarez" is a quickpaced boogie tune with a grinding
Page guitar solo, reminiscent of vin
tage Zeppelin material. However,
Jones' ragtime piano work gives the
song a touch of country.
"Hot Dog is a totally "country"
ballad, an entirely new concept of
Led Zeppelin. "Hot Dog is seemingly
a satire of Nashville music as Plant
wails of his girl taking the bus from
the general store and how he's not
going to Texas anymore. The song's
quick-paced beat and ragtime piano
work gives any listener the urge to, at
least, tap his toes. Page, as usual,
comes through with another great
solo, this time with a slight country
twang added to his, by now, famous'
guitar sound.
The synthesiser dominates
"Carouselambra," a steady, spacey
rock song, just as keyboards (primari
ly piano) stand out on another cut
"Fool in the Rain."
As mentioned earlier, "All of My
Love" is destined to be a classic. Just
as "Stairway to Heaven" appealed to
great masses, so will "All of My
Love"; Zeppelin fan or not, rock
listeners will enjoy this romantic
bluesy number.
It is just one of those songs that
feels right the first time one hears it.
Again, the moody guitar synthesiser
played by Page fills out the song and
lifts "All of My Love" to a point of
perfection.
All tracks on the album add a
different quality to the collection.
The combination of songs brings
about a virility and consistency
seldom found in record albums. The
The first side includes three jazz
time and patience spent producing
numbers by Brubeck, "The Saints,"
this release truly paid off. The group
"The Duke," a tribute to Duke Elling
recorded the album in mid-1978 in
ton, and "Out of the Way of the
Sweden and has spent the past year
People." Side two is excerpts from
mixing and polishing the album off
"La Fiesta de la Posada," a Christ
for a perfection which shines
mas cantata written by Brubeck and
throughout the production.
his wife and premiered in Northern
"In Through the Out Door" is
California at the UOP event.
definately a success and it appears
The stereo record is available for safe to^xclaim that Led Zeppelin is
$7.50, with the proceeds going to indeed alive and well and ready to
music scholarships at the Conser rock and roll again.
vatory.

ADCLJT TOWN
Free Concert
Tonight at 8:15 p.m. the Univer
sity of the Pacific Symphony Or
chestra will perform a free concert
for all interested persons.
Featured will be soprano, Aline
Pierce de Eraso, and violinist,
Warren von Bronkhorst. Also per
forming will be the A Cappella choir,
being conducted by Dr. William
Dehning of the Conservatory of
Music faculty.
Along with Dr. Dehning will be
George Buckbee, who will conduct
the orchestra.

Alumnus'album
A record album of selections
from the Dave Brubeck centennial
concert at the University of the
Pacific Conservatory of Music is now
for sale at the advanced campus elec
tronics store in the University Center.
Brubeck, the jazz great who
graduated from Pacific in 1942, per
formed at the university last Decem
ber as a highlight of the 100th anni
versary of the UOP Conservatory.
Selections from the concert,
which included the Conservatory A
Cappella Choir, Symphony Or
chestra and faculty, comprise the
album. Russell Gloyd was the guest
conductor. William Dehning is con
ductor of the choir and George Buckbee is conductor of the symphony or
chestra.

Murder Mystery Opens

Sunday, September 23,1979

page 5

from the shock of the indictments,
and exchanging data on themselves,
one of the ten little Indian statuettes
on the mantelpiece topples off and
breaks. Almost at the same time, one
of the guests chokes to death on his
cocktail—in which someone had
dropped cyanide of potassium. The
suspense mounts as one after another
of the motley group suffers a
gruesome finish.
"Ten Little Indians" will be on
view at Stockton Civic Theatre
Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:30
p.m. through October 13, plus a Sun
day matinee on October 7 at 2:30
p.m. and a Thursday performance on
October 11 at 8:00 p.m.
Firstnighters are invited to a pre-curtain
reception at 7:30 p.m. in the theatre's
lower lobby.
Tickets may be reserved by
calling the Box Office at 463-6813 at
any time, day or night. The box of
fice at the theatre will be open from 1
to 5 p.m. on T hursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays beginning September 13.

Campus Films
Some fun films have been scheduled
for the rest of the month of Septem
ber.
Starting tonight will be the
highly acclaimed movie "Super
man," starring Christopher Reeves. It
is being presented by ASUOP and en
ds with a final showing on September
23. Each night it will be shown at 6
and 9 p.m.
Upcoming ASUOP movies in
clude "Beauty and the Beast" and
"Capricorn One."
UCPC will continue its Septem
ber schedule with a showing of "Jules
& Jim" at 9 p.m. on the 27th.
All films are shown at the
University Center Theater and a mere
50 cents admission price is charged
for UCPC films. ASUOP films are
free of charge.

Lower Price
Tickets for Marriot's Great
America at a $2 discount off the
regular $ 10 charge can be purchased
at ASUOP from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. until
the 12th of October. Great America
will only be open on the weekends af
ter Sept. 7. With your purchase you
will receive $2.50 worth of Bugs
Bunny Funny Money worth that
much in purchases at Great America.

Rat Singer
Kris Kline will be playing and
singing an assortment of tunes in the
Rathskeller on October 3.
Performance time is scheduled
For 9-11 p.m. There will be no ad
mission charge.

Dancer's
Perform
Tryouts for UOP's performing
dance company, the Pacific Dance
and Electric Company,- were held
September 17, resulting in the
choosing of 39 members.
Several presentations have been
planned in which this diverse group
of students will perform their own
choreographed works.
October 22 is the date set for the
first performance which is to be held
at the Colliver Lecture Hall. Another
presentation is scheduled for October
27. UOP's jazz band will perform
along with the company.
Other dates include February 28,
in which the group will perform
"Carnival of the Animals." Accom
panying them will be the university's
symphony orchestra. A spring con
cert is also to be held in late fall.

Homecoming
September 30 has been marked
as the deadline date to enter your
organization entry into the 1979
Homecoming Parade.
The parade will be held on Oc
tober 27 at 10:: a.m. For furthur in
formation contact Chris Steffanic at
the UOP Alumni office.
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By Tammy Bre

Women's volleyball
team spikes way to
fifth in Nation
By Tammy Brecht
Pacifican Staff Writer

Pacifican Sports Wi

The UOP Hocker Te
If creator John Henr
l,is way, hocker will sooi
llt-w national pastime.
But what on earth is
Hocker is a smor
sports: it incorporates
Iribble,
soccer's
v o l l e y b a l l 's punch, foe
and a tennis-like scoring
object is simple: to get
ber hocker ball down
through some goalposts
no time-outs, no out-o
offsides, and very ft
vv hisdes.
No tackling or bf
only one arm pushes a
However, push a female
it's an infraction.
E
hocker is a unisex sport
given the ladies a small a

two years experience or better should because they are required to constan
raise those odds.
tly change position."
Standouts on the Tiger roster are;
USVBA Ail-American Patty Berg, US
Jr. Olympian Jayne Gibson and twotime UOP MVP Nancy Lancaster.
Leading the team as captain for the
third consecutive year is Senior Deb
bie Osman.

Volleyball Magazine has ranked
Another boost to the team is
U.O.P.'s women's volleyball team fif Liskevych himself. With a P.E. Mas
th in the nation; a very accurate rank ters from George Williams College,
ing according to Coach Taras he has taken Pacific from ground
Liskevych. "If we stay healthy and level to a nationally ranked team.
continue improving at the same rate, According to Liskevych, the climb
we've got a 50/50 chance of win has not been easy, "Volleyball is a
ning the National Title." However, very team game and each player has
to posess a wide variety of skills

in thp second half as he scored the thirt
Senior Runningback Levell Quiller p u s h e s h i s w a y a c r o s s t h e g
Obispo 31-17.
four touches that the Tigers scored last weekend. UOP went on to beat Cal Poly-San
uo.spo ^

Tiger football rush for second victory

In addition to this talent, Liske
vych has Mike Buckingham, a former
Ohio State Volleyball star, as assist
ant coach.
This depth paid off in the 1979
. season opening UC Davis Tour
nament on September 15. The Tigers
breezed to the tourney title by win
ning 5 of 6 matches.
At press time, the volleyball team
had a September 20 match against
Weber State. Upcoming matches in
the Pacific home schedule are
Sacramento State (Sept. 24), and UC
Santa Barbara (Sept. 27).
Liskevych encourages interested
spectators to "Come on out and see
the best show in town." He guaran
tees that once you come, you'll be
back again. "And the price is free—
who can beat that?"

Ranked fifth in the nation, the women's volleyball team practice for their
intense schedule.

By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sport Editor

Coming from an intense and
much deserved victory last week, the
Tigers will travel to Idaho this week
end in a non-league game where they
may find themselves on the other end
of the ball.
University of Idaho, which is a
young team such as UOP's 28 fresh
men, only 18 seniors, and an all new
coaching staff with the exception of
one returning member, are now 0-2,
with this game being their first home
game.
The situation is opposite of last
week's UOP-Cal Poly game where
UOP was playing its first home game
and was hungry for a victory. The
intensity will be at the mercy of
Idaho.
"It's not easy to travel," says
Head Coach Bob Toledo. "They'll
(Idaho) be playing at home and look
ing for a win. They're capable of
beating us, but shouldn't," adds
Toledo.

UOP is 11-6-1 in the series with
Idaho, having playejd them last in
1977, defeating them 31-21.
"It's important for us to win,"
says Jerry Davitch, Idaho head foot
ball coach, "and we're hoping for an
emotional game."
While UOP's major attack is in
the air, Idaho finds their strength on
the ground in their "good depth at
running-back" and their use of the
Veer (a type of option attack) offen
se.
The Tigers aren't sure as to what
to expect of Idaho's attack tomorrow,
• because of numerous position
\ changes as a result of tiring in the last
couple of games.
I
Reflecting on last week's victory
over Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo,
Toledo has received "a lot of phone
calls and mail" expressing fans' ap
preciation of the game and anticipa
tion of more such performances.
"The victory this last week let us
gain some confidence..., and some
faith," says Toledo.
"Once you experience the vic

tory, you then have that experieno
recollect on when need be," he add
In the first half of the game U
had minimal possession of the b
and little opportunity for scoring.
"I was disappointed by the f
half, but at halftime we made so
adjustments and I was pleased w
the second half, he says.
In
second half we had pride and shov
character. We had much more int
sity the second half combined witi
lot of individual efforts."
Emotion was evident in (
second half as the estimated 17,f
(official tally figures are rrl
higher) crowd gave the team thes
port they needed to erase the 1
deficit.
"There's nothing like a gi
crowd to help you be emotion!
I says Toledo.
With travel being a factor
tomorrow's game, team moral cc
bined with talent and skill, coi
very well produce a second victory

• SPORTS BRIEFS •SPORTS BRIEFS • SPORTS BRIEFS • SPORTS BRIEFS •
• Physical fitness, and all forms of
skiing and other healthy, recom
mended recreational sports of the
'70's and '80's, will be the focus of
the Ski Expo '79 and Recreation
Show, at Oakland-Alameda County
Coliseum.
The show which will take place
September 20-23, will center on the
recent surge of physical fitness, and
will relate to those recreations which
are common to Northern California.

• dominated as Air CaliforniaPC. AA Oltensive Player-of-tho-Wook,
was UOP quarter back Freshman
Sander market.
Markel was one of seven to be
nominated lor the title, which went to
Eric Hippie, quarterback for Utah
State.
Markel came two passes short of
the school record for completions, in
the September 8 game against UTEP.

New directors named
in athletics department
By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Ken Crosse, former University of
the Pacific Assistant Sports Infor
mation Director, has been promoted
to Sports Information Director. This
position was effective September 1 af
ter Jay Goldberg resigned from the
position.
Another promotion is that of
Elkin "Ike" Isaac who has been
named Athletic Director and Physical
Education Chairman for UOP. Isaac

replaces Dr. Cedric W. Dempsey,
who resigned March 13 to take a
similar post at San Diego State.
Dempsey, who had been Athletic
Director at UOP for 12 years, subse
quently left San Diego State for the'
University of Houston.
Other new positions include
those of Cindy Spiro as Coordinator
of Women's Athletics and Mary Eliz
abeth Eberhardt as Director of Pro
motions and Fundraising. These ap
pointments were made by Athletic
Director Isaac.

Public Relations Push for
Boost
in Football
Attendance
By Tammy Brecht
is just what Stocktonians are going to
Pacifican Sports Writer

1 he UOP Tiger football team
must draw an average attendance of
1 7,000 a game by 1980 if they are to
retain their status in the NCAA's
Division One.
"I used to go to the UOP football
games, but in the past few years, it
hasn't been exciting enough." Local
attitudes such as this have caused the
attendance problem at Pacific, and it
is expected that the determination of
UOP Promotions Director Bud
Watkins and Coach Bob Toledo will
overcome it.
The Tigers have launched an allcamnaitm to
tn promote the 1979
1 070
out campaign
season and hopefully bolster sagging
attendance.
"We want people to give us a
chance and come and watch us," said
Toledo, "and we want them to leave
saying, 'Boy, that was exciting!"'
According to Toledo, excitement

get: I oledo has promised an intricate
passing strategy and a defense that
attacks more than it reacts.
In addition to strategy Bud
Watkins is offering 3 season tickets
for the price of 2 in a late-August
crusade centered at Weberstown
Mall. Season ticket sales have gone
up from an unimpressive 1800 last
year to a surprising 7,000.
Other Tiger promotions in
eluded; a "Meet the Tigers" barbeque
at the end of August, a 2 hour spot on
Stockton's KJOY Hotline (Sept. 2)
Wj!j Elk'n IsaaC a"d Bob Toledo- and
WO for the price of one" ticket of
f
fer for September 15's game. That
match against Cat Poly-SLO was
dubbed "Stockton Record Night
and featured half-time fireworks.

\

And what will the Tigers do tc
boost support? Said Toledo op
timistically, "Win."

• Nominated by the Miller
Brewing Company to receive a cer
tificate of merit, was Senior Dallas
Nelson, a linebacker for the UOP
Tigers.
The Miller Brewing Co. honors a
player from northern and southern
California each week, with each
player receiving a trophy and each
nominee a certificate.
Nelson had 1 1 tackles and 5
assists in the Tigers loss to UTEP.

• UOP Football Highlights Show
begins its second season this year on
KOVR (Channel 13, ABC) at 5:30
p.m. Craig Prosser will host the
show, and UOP Head Coach Bob
Toledo will be the featured guest each
week.
I
• Football luncheons will be held
weekly for all members of the campus
community. Coach Bob Toledo and
his stall will discuss the past and up

Football Player Plays the
Game of
By Patrick McDowell
Pacifican Sports Writer

To the average UOP student, the
college football player fits an un
flattering stereotype: his primary in
terests are drinking beer on Friday,
smashing heads on Saturday, and ne
glecting his studies for the rest of the
week. Those students who are
worried about UOP's accreditation
may be pleasantly surprised to find
that their opinions need some serious
revision after learning about UOP's
Academic Ail-American and starting
defensive tackle, Senior Bruce Filarsky.
Filarsky, a native of Lompoc,
Cal., is currently playing in his fourth
season for the UOP Tigers. Although
Filarsky played as a guard in 1978,
Coach Bob Tolego felt that the Tiger
defense was weak this season, and ac
cordingly movel Filarsky from offen
se to defense. The coach has not
regretted this decision.
Evidence that Filarsky works
hard both on and off the field can be
seen in the Academic All-American
title he was awarded by a nationwide
panel of Sports Information Direc
tors. The award reflects both Filarsky's excellent football abilities and
the fact that as a pre-med student, he
has earned a grade point average of
3.85. He scored very well on his
MCAT exams, and is presently ap
plying to medical schools" across the
country.
Filarsky says that his dual suc
cess took a lot of hard work. "I'm not
a Brad Vassar or a Rhodes Scholar.
I've got my limitations; I'm just not
afraid to overcome them. I feel that

you've got to accept life's challenges
work hard, and never let up. Instead
of just putting in time, go out ther
and use it."
Of those football players neglec- tful of academia, Filarsky feels such
people are "very short sighted." But
he realizes this is a stereotype the
serious player-student must live with.
"They're a lot more noticeable," he
says. "When someone learns that I'm
doing well in pre-med, they don't
believe I'm a football player too."
The blond-haired, 6'2", 225 lb.
lineman feels that a social life is im
portant to round out a college ex
perience. He does, however, lead a
, quiet life, rising and retiring early.

coming football games and answer
questions. It is hoped that this will
become an informal forum to
promote dialogue and understanding
between the athletic department and
the community.
The luncheons will take place
every lhursday at 12:00 noon in the
El Centro Room (near Elbert Covell
Dining Hall).
• For his fine performance in the
September 15 Tiger Football game,
Senior Mel Cook from Malvern,
Pennsylvania, was nominated as one
of four offensive players to be named
as the Air California-PCAA Offen
sive Player of the week.
Finally chosen to accept the award
was Ed Luther, quarterback for San
Jose State.

^ Attention all students in to re
in scuba diving; an additional seel
has been added on Tuesday nights
10 p.m. Openings are stll availabl
Also, "beautiful tropical" di'
is available through the Universit;
the Pacific winter term diving cou
This is a four unit UOP winter te
which will include basic through
vanced diving skills and underwj
photography.
Depostis and signups are i)
being taken, projected cost $79(1
$840, dependent upon existent
fares, and time spent in Carribe
area.
For more information, see or (
Dr. Connor Sutton, department
P h y s i c a l e d u c a t i o n , 9 4 6 - 2 2 10.
1

By Shellie Thorki

Pacifican Sports Wi

The field hockey teai
Stanford last weekend fo
the Nor Cal pre-season to
In their only victor
beat Sacramento State (
1-0, with the single poi
Junior Mary Summers
match with San Jose w
Berkeley beat UOP
Sacramento State (tc
defeated Pacific 3-0.
Although the team
all of their games, theTi
timistic, having faced
highest ranked schools it
Although the team
young, the first-year coa
be more pleased about t
the game.
" l'he freshmen pi a;
talented and the team ;

INTERESTED IN HOMECON
to participate? Homecoming
27. Sept. 30 deadline for entr
any student group. Call Ch:
Alumni Office, 946-2391.

8226.

HOMECOMING QUEEN <
Help out. Call Kirk Hobock, 4
SPERM don
•nation pro]
Call 464-13

Water polo team makes big splash in first victory 16-12 against Sal
Clara

Water Polo Swims to Middi
By Karen Komsak

Pacifican Sports Editor

Senior Bruce Filarsky

Women';
for Succ

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
for your 306 page catalog of
search. 10,250 topics listed.
Los Angeles, California, 9002

1

Filarsky notes that students who
engage 'n all-night study sessions, are
rarely as mentally alert during an
exam as a student who has slept well
the previous night. "I think I'm lucky
that I can read things and remember
them pretty easily," he admits. "But
when I take an exam, I either know it
or I don't."
Judging
from
Filarsky's
academic standing, he knows it most
of the time.

Norton, the so-call
of hocker, speaks frotr
, He captained the 19'
College Freshman footl
has dabbled in baseball
boxing as well. He fe
for hocker's success i
rough enough to be
enough for anyone to g(
"It's a game for evei
Norton. "It's a great cc
cause you're running a
But mostly it's fun, am
sports should always be.'
Hocker first took s
ton's lively imaginatii
soars ago when he coi

Playing is an "extremely" tough
league, the men s water polo team
will be successful if they manage to
stay somewhere in the middle of the
league, according to Coach Connor
Sutton.
Keeping attitudes up and
playing up to ability," says Sutton,
are key factors in the team's success,
putton feels that if the team is trained
well both physically and mentally,
they should do a reasonable job.
With only three returning star
ters, rebuilding will have to take
place and Sutton is hoping for good

leadership by the older, more
perienced players which can maid
break the team.
The team's largest asset is g<
speed.
The team is now 1-2, and
cording to Sutton, they seem to
"struggling," with all of their loi
coming in "close games," usud
with the deciding point coming in
final moments of play. Today f
tomorrow the team will travel
Fresno for an all day tournam'
Their next two home matches will
September 26 at 5 p.m. against P
perdine, and September 26 at 3 p
against Hayward State.

ON
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15™
NO IF!
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Give upcigaret
for jusl one day 1
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for good
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From soccer
comes hocker

Team
Sports
Begin

By Tammy Brecht
Pacifican Sports Writer

game that could satisfy the competi
tive urge of his entire 14 member

The UOF Hocker Team?
c'an,
.f
,
i u u
m
.
•
When kids are small, it is cliffi11 creator John Henry Norton has .cu|t t() |jn(|
a game you can play with
his way, hocker will soon become the
them that the\/ can be successful at
new national pastime.
right away, and that you can enjoy
But what on earth is it?
playing, too."
Hocker is a smorgasboard of
So every Sunday after Mass, the
sports:
it incorporates basketball's
Norton brood would gather on the
Iribble,
soccer's
footwork
100 by 60 yard in front of their house
volleyball's punch, football's kick, for siime disorganized throwing and
and a tenms-hke seormg system. It's
object is simple: to got the 16" rub|,er hocker ball down a field and
through some goalposts. There are
no time-outs, no out-of-bounds, no
ollsidcs, and very few referees'

By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Intramural league flag football
began play Monday, September 17
and will continue through early Oc
tober. Games will be held on the In
tramural Field - 4-7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday.

kicking and passing of a playground
ball, and hocker evolved from what
was fun and what wasn't Neighbor
hood kids soon joined in the fun and
Norton begun developing a loose set

Leagues range in diversity from
staff teams to dorm teams, and from
lall-male to all-female.

of rules. The first goalposts were two

vV'"sl

garbage cans which soon transformNo tackling or blocking, and ed into two portable white plastic 9°nly one arm pushes are allowed, foot goalposts set 60 yards apart. As
However, push a female player, and Norton says, "The only other equipit's an infraction.
Even though ment you need is a pair of sneakers."
hocker is a unisex sport, Norton has sneakers."
given the ladies a small advantage.
The University ot California at
Irvine sponsored the first major
Norton, the so-called disciple" college hocker tournament.
Comof hocker, speaks frofn experience, petitors included Irvine, UCLA,
He captained the 1942 Columbia California State Fullerton, and the
College Freshman football team and 1978 champion, USC.

:ond victory
tory, you then have that experience
on when need be, he add
In the first half of the game U
had minimal possession of the b:
and little opportunity for scoring.
"I was disappointed by the fi

recollect

has dabbled in baseball, hockey, and
According to Pacific Intramural
boxing as well. He feels the reason Sports Director Kathy Klein, hocker
for hocker s success is that
it is has been given some consideration,
rough enough to be exciting, not "Expansion into sports such as
enough for anyone to get hurt."
hooker is difficult with a small staff.

half but at halftime we made so
adjustments and I was pleased w
the second half," he says. "In
second half we had pride and shov
character. We had much more int
sity the second half combined wit

"It's a game for everybody," savs However, if our Co-ed Football intraNorton. "It's a great conditioner be- mural (Oct. 20 & 21) is successful this
cause you're running all the time.
year, it could lead into hocker."
lot of individual efforts.
But mostly it's fun, and that's what
If interested in getting more in
Emotion was evident inl
formation on hooker, write to:
second half as the estimated 17,1 sports should always be."
Hockc first took shape in Nor- Hooker Federation International, 54
(official tally figures are mu
higher) crowd gave the team the si; toil's ively imagination about 20 Miller, Dept. K. Fairfield, Conn.
soars ago w hen he couldn't find a 06430.
port they needed to erase the
deficit.
"There's nothing like a gc
crowd to help you be emotiona.

Women's Field Hockey Looks
for Successful Season in '79

says Toledo.
With travel being a factor
tomorrow's game, team moral cc,
bined with talent and skill,
very well produce a second victory

By Shellie Thorkelson
Pacifican Sports Writer

The field hockey team traveled to
Stanford last weekend for 4 games at
the Nor Cal pre-season tournament.
In their only victory, the Tigers
beat Sacramento State (team no. 1)
1-0, with the single point scored by
Junior Mary Summersille.
Their
match with San Jose was lost 4-0.
Berkeley beat
UOP 2-0, and
Sacramento State (team no. 2)

BRIEFS •

iwer
t Attention all students inter*
will in scuba diving; an additional sec
i to has been added on Tuesday nights!
defeated Pacific 3-0.
iding
10 p.m. Openings are stll availabli
Although the team did not win
t and

place
in the

Novell

Also, "beautiful tropical" di
is available through the Universit
the Pacific winter term diving coui
This is a four unit UOP winter ti
which will include basic through
vanced diving skills and underwaj

all of their games, the Tigers were op
timistic, having faced some of the
highest ranked schools in the nation.
Although the team is extremely
young, the first-year coach could not
be more pleased about their skills in

11 the photography.
the game.
Depostis and signups are W
;ame,
" l'he freshmen players are very
vern, ^'ng taken, projected cost $790 talented and the team as a whole is
s one $840, dependent upon existent
imed ares' anc! bme spent in Carribe
area.
ffen-

very enthusiastic. One of the teams
greatest assets this year is their at
titudes and their drives," says Konet.
As for the outcome of the season,
Konet is hopeful for fourth place in
the league.
The only foreseen weakness the
coach sees in the team in their con
ditioning. It is hoped that within
three to four weeks, the team will be
conditioned enough to match up with
their excellent skills.
This year's roster includes: Tami
Anderson, Jr., Gwynne Beach, Fr.,
Debbie Botto, Sr., Kelly Bullow, Fr.,
Marti Coyne, Soph., MaryCiusick,
Soph., Varinia Longton, Fr., Laura
McCarthy, Fr., Jill Moore, Jr., Rosa
Moran, Soph., Pat Mushrim, Soph.,
Margie Peck, Jr., Mary Summersille,

c

vard
San

INTERESTED IN HOMECOMING? Want

Alumni Office, 946-2391.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00
for your 306 page catalog of collegiate re
search. 10,250 topics listed. Box 25097G,
Los Angeles, California, 90025. (213)477-

Birthright 464-4173.

Liberal renumeration.

Call 464-1360, ask for Kathy.
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The UOP Soccer team lost to
Davis 4-0 this week. The coach at
tributed this to the teams lack of ex
perience but feels they have the
potential of becoming a good team.
The team has many freshmea and
sophmores this year and this adds to
their lack of experience.
Fresno scored two points in the
first half of the game with UOP re
maining with zero points. The Tigers
came back in the 2nd half and scored
one point by Freshmen Juan Zermeno
and held a tight defense the remain
der of the game keeping the score un
changed the rest of the game.
Among those players returning,
Paul Richards, last year's Most Im
proved Player; high scoring forward
Greg Odell; and Jamie Brown.*

Spaulding, who is a former star
at Pacific, and a three-time all-Pacific
Soccer Conference choice, could have
his hands full this year with thd loss
of six starters from last year's team.
The Tigers have a good defense but
are still working on their offense in
hopes of doing better in their next
game.
The team was defeated in its first
game with Fresno 2-L
The Tigers will travel to play in
their next game tomorrow at Stan
ford.
This Saturday the Tigers will
travel to Stanford for their first
league game. UOP has always done
well against Stanford and Coach
Spaulding feels they will play as well
this vear.

"Tennis & Swim"

also: racquetball and weightlifting

ah WEST IANE TENNIS CLUB
STUDENT DISCOUNT

$ 50 initiation fee$ $ 15 per month
(for a m i n i m u m o f o n e year)
Come in and check it out!
Just ask for Sean
1074 E.

Bianchi, Stockton, Ca.
465-5797

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

I
I
I
I
I

There will be open recreation in
the gym according to the following
schedules; weight room 2-6 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, South Campus
gym 7-10 p.m., Monday thru Friday,
Main gym 1-5 p.m., Saturday, Main
gym 7-11 p.m. on Sundays. ASUOP
ID required for admittance into the
gym.

ATTENTION:
Managers, statisticians, line persons, and
scorers needed for women's volleyball, field
hockey, softball and basketball. Paid positions
available. Contact Cindy Spiro at the Athletic
Department, or call 946-2209.

mmmm
For every TDK D
Cassette you buy,
Tower Records will
give you another at

HALF PRICE.
Half the music on every second TDK D cassette you buy is
free. Since TDK D is the most reliable cassette in its econom
ically-priced class, we think that's quite an offer. TDK D cas
settes don't jam. They don't hassle you with distortion and

dropouts.

Special College
Student Rates
478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency

4422 No. Pershing Suite D-8
Stockton, CA 95207

•™

I

s largest asset is

FREE SOUND SYSTEM
A good condition complete sound system is
available for loan to all UOP groups and in
dividuals through the Anderson Y Music
Union. Come into the Anderson Y M-F
2:00-3:00 or call 466-1496 to reserve the

Some outstanding new players are
Freshmen John Grimes and John
Welsandt.

Pacifican Sports Writer

equipment.

I
I
I

":rserswhichcanmakf
!

vices, WPC 110.

Help out. Call Kirk Hobock, 463-4242.

ination program.

in first

CONVERSATION PARTNERS ut UOP are
sharing cultures and themselves. Find out
about the program at: International Ser-

HOMECOMING QUEEN CONTEST.
SPERM donors wanted for artificial insem

Ipl88h

BABYSITTER NEEDED. In my home, 412 p.m. Must love kids. 477-9265.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Birthright of
fers free, confidential services including
pregnancy testing, and help with any pro
blems you have. We care about you. Call

8226.

By Shellie Thorkelson

Jr-

Classified Ads

For more information, see or
to participate? Homecoming Parade Oct.
r- Connor Sutton, department
27. Sept. 30 deadline for entries. Open to
Physical education, 946-2210.
any student group. Call Chris Steffanic,

Soccer team struggles
in 1st games

This year the teams will be faced
vvith stricter rules, especially those
concerning fights.
First warning
leads to a forfeit of the game, and
second warning leads to suspension
from the league.
Beginning October 21 the teams
that were in leagues, plus co-ed teams
that signed up earlier for league play,
will be eligible to play in a Flag Foot
ball Tournament.

University Center Programs Council Film Committee

presents

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

THE GREAT DICTATOR

TDK D CASSETTE TWO-PACKS

D:C60

D:C90

2.55 3.55
Obm 9AM To Midnight — 365 Days A Thar

with Jack Oakie and Paulette Goddard
r

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

Thursday, October 4th, 9 p.m.
at: University Center Theater
admission: a mere 50 cents

STOCKTON
6557 PACIFIC AVENUE
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UOP open
holds a B.A. degree from the Univer

West Virginia College of Graduate

Pharmacy

sity of Missouri, plus M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of

Studies and she taught courses in
management at the college.

Three appointments of faculty
School of Pharmacy.
Michael S. Brown has

California at Berekeley.

Van Cleve comes to UOP from

members have been announced at the

private business in Hazard, Ken
tucky, where he was president and

been

founder

named an assistant professor and
coordinator of the clinical pharmacy

of

a

human

resources

lecturer

W. Null II has been named an in

State University, Sacramento, is an

structor

and

coordinator

of

the

nounced this summer.
Phillip H. Allman III of East

in business at California

Lansing, Michigan, W. Hubbard

attorney.

clinical program in the San Francisco

Kenyon is

area.
Both Brown and Null will be

work

Segur Jr. of Davis and Dr. Dennis O.

completing course

toward a doctorate at

Flynn of Boise, Idaho all have been
named assistant professors in

the

University of Santa Clara.

economics.
Allman comes to Pacific from

working with the program that in
volves

placement

of

pharmacy

Language

students in a hospital setting for a
semester of study.
Brown was formerly in residence

Three

at the University of Calilornia in San

Michigan State University, where he
is completing work on his doctorate.

appointments

in

He has been at East Lansing for four
years and was previously a reserach

the

Department of Modern Language
and Literature have been announced

Francisco in the clinical and hospital
pharmacy area.
He holds a B.S.
degree from the University of

assistant in economics at

California at David and Doctor of

named

assistant

professor

Arizona

State University. He holds a B.A.
degree from Lake Forest College in

for the 1979-80 academic year.
Dr. Ted T. Takaya has been

Lake Forets, Illinois and M.S. deg;ee

of

development

1979-80

and women's program

Depot.

variety of government training cour

engineering, Dr. Paul A. Richmond

ses and directed several workshops in

has been appointed an assistan pro

recent years on personnel matters.

fessor in biological sciences, and Dr.

The Stockton resident now is com

Joseph F. Alward has been named an

pleting a B.A. program at St. Mary's

assistant professor in physics.
Kant comes to UOP from the

College.
B.A. program at St. Mary's College.
Yuen, who is from Paradise,

University of Delaware, where he
recently completed his doctorate. He

California, graduated from UOP last
May with a B.S. degree in public ad
ministration.
She
received
President's Honors at Entrance, was
named to the Dean's Honor List while
attending UOP, and was a member of
Pi Alpha Alpha honor society.

Sharp has been named assistant

Agricultural Economics while pur

Pharmacy degree from

professor of German.
Takaya, who was a Fulbright

suing his doctorate.

UOP.
The third appointment is Helen

Besearch Fellow in Japan in 1962

Relations Board in Sacramento and

and

1963, comes to UOP after

as an organizer for the United Farm

Wood, who comes to UOP from

teaching Japanese at the University of

Workers. He has a B.S. degree from

the Santa Cruz area, was previously

Trinity College in Hartford, Connec

vice president

ticut; M.A. degree from Bowdoin

development

College in Brunswick, Maine and

College.

M.S. degree from UC Davis.

Wood

hospital pharmacy work. He holds a
Doctor of

F. Spencer as a lecturer in the phar
maceutics area. She holds a Doctor

taught Japanese at the University ol

sity of California at San Francisco.

Washington

She was assistant director of con
tinuing education at UC San Fran

University.

Administration

has

the hiring of

during the past academic year. She

five new

the

also taught1 at

1979-80

have

been

named

assistant professors.
The Halfhills come to UOP from
Charleston, West Virginia where he

director

Bethany

80 academic year in admissions and
financial aid have been announced.

During the five years that
directed

the

fund raising

700 percent.

^

|(

ot theU

Registration

of

r<fj

ion def£nse

There

Ph.D. degrees from UC Davis.

and (

^^ ^

authorizatior

is

still

a

gistration measure awaiti
the Senate.

"I don't kr

ien the Senate will voti

"It could be

college for one year as director of

His

duties at Pacific

will

raising

drive

at

the

School

in

of

Engineering.
Wood holds a B.A. degree from

Patricia M. Rogers has been

During the 1966-67 year he received

named assistant director of financial

Missouri and M.A. degree from San

a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.

aids and Stephanie E. Yuen has been

Jose State University.

,ate will simply let the m
inattention in commitee.

Last April 30, a Housi

voted down a bill that w
thorized the conscriptio
^0,000 young people.
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Sacramento State, and M.
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of#

Bible

and coordinating portions of the fund

previously spent five years as a
teaching assistant and associate at the

Qf draft since

last three years at the University, ^

GOOD FOR ONE

various Nothern Califronia locations

University for the last six years. He

'

shank> director

California at Davis.
He also, h
259-155 to st
taught at Sacramento State Coll(yistrat.on measure ^

45 W. Alder

volunteer campaign committees in

New appointments for the 1979-

Service registrati
^^

s

Alward has been into vet j^RD), says he expected thi
teaching and reserach work for J•
^ defeated buf was

in India, M.S.

clude organizing and developing

Finance

University of California at Berkeley.

was director of the MBA program at

and

at

ternship-.

Utah.

The City University of New York.
Sharp has taught at Princeton

Pacific."

the University of Nevada, Reno, and
Ph.D. degree from the University of

sity of Minnesota and a-Ph.D. degp
from the University of Pennsy vama

LAUNDROMAT

a Greater

He holds B.S. and M.S. degrees from

College and The City University of

associate professor and Donald L.
Carper, Peter B. Kenyon and Susan

reserach

,

holds a B.A. degree from the UnifiT

COUPON

$30 million

college relations and ministerial in

of

New York City and Ph.D degree from

of

college increased by approximately

Houston, Brooklyn College, Hunter

school year.
Dr. D. S. Halfhill has been named
a professor at the school. Dr. Boy B.
Van Cleve has been named an

Halfhill

the University

associate director

capital campaign "For

State University, and he also has
and served as a

College in Michigan ant a f
Rtchrrfe
University of
oi Florida.
rionua.

QUICK CLEAN CENTER

Ernest W. Wood has been named

program at Bethany, support for the

assistant at the University of Utah.

assistant professor at Vassar College

an

He also has

Andhra University

gbank's conditional elat
the U.S.

morning after

postdoctoral reserach e ov\
e Tj,resentatives soundly r<
that wuold haye
taught at Lansing CommunlP

of Mines. He holds a B.S. degree from

70/

Flynn comes to UOP from Boise
taught

Triantaphilides was a visiting

faculty members for

M.

Columbia

bia.

SBPA
nounced

at

He holds a B.A. degree

from Be'ed College in Oregon and
M.a. and Ph.D degrees from Colum

cisco for the last four years.

Public

and

of

worked with the Agricultural Labor

Wisconsin, Madison campus. He also

of Pharmacy degree from the Univer

Department

Delaware and South Dakota School

the Santa Cruz and Davis campuf
of the University of CaUlornia al

in the first skirmi;

ft back." As a result, he

$ Campaign

UC

Davis

teaching assistant at the University of

Lory

terican people just don't

sor of French, and Dr. Francis M.

years of experience in retail and

also has worked in private industry in
Newark, Delaware and served as a

Delaware.
Richmond spent the last year

lank says.

years as a Research Assistant in the

Agnes Hospital in Fresno, has 10

in

an assistant professor of elect nca

lides has been named assistant profes

previously was a pharmacist at St.

year

the

Dr. Raj M. Kanfhas been named

She has been involved in a

Japanese, Dr. Catherine Triantaphi-

Null, who

academic

for

physics have been announced.

from Arizona State.
Segur has spent the last four

Pharmacy from UOP.

appointments

engineering, biological sciences and

was employed at the Tracy Defense

the Economics Department were an

Center in Honolulu, Hawaii. Larry

employee

Faculty

manager. For the last three years she

Three faculty appointments in

Carper, previously a part-time

federal government as a management
analyst,

(CPS)~"lt was an impo
degree rrom
from the
degree
u.c South Dakota schft
£)Uane Shank note'
and his Ph.D. from the University^ > ^ cou,d be that .j.g

Sciences

named an admissions counselor.
Rogers previously worked for tn

specialist

Economics

management consulting firm.

program at Tripler Army Medical
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irierrtsjouse victory for draft opponents

(CPS)~"It was an important vicSouth Dakota schcJ
tlw'3UUl!'"",7 " " V"Duane Shank notes warily,
i a r e efrom the
J his Ph D. from the Universlt>' (ut it could be that it's just the first
jctory in the first skirmish of the
Delaware
Whmond spent the last year
t
if"
av!ls <-aniPl'.s | Rank's conditional elation
sheSanta Cruz am
(
came
of the University 0 ;a l omia
^ morning after the U.S. House of
Tdortoral reseraclt tell™. He hj<
atives soundly rejected a
p0MU
r ..„rincr (tommunii^
Commiinif
Lansing
,easure
that wuold have resumed
taught at
Michigan and at th elective Service registration of 18
College m
Richmon
Florida.
It would have been the
ear olds.
l "'verMnV,y"degree from the Univ
ei
rSt variety of draft since 1972.
^nnesetaandaPhadetrr,
Shank, director ot the Committee
from'lte Uni.etst'V °l Pennsylvania gainst Registration and the Draft
Alward bat been .evolved
ARD), says he expected the measure
A rpsprach work lor th
,oUld be defeated, but was surprised
the margin of the vote. The House
at Davis. He also hi
259-155
to
strip
the
0ted
tought at Sacramento State Col eg .gistration measure from a $42
A,ward holds a B.A. degree frojillion defense authorization bill.
Sacramento State, and M.A. a n
There
is
still
a
similar
Ph.D. degrees from UC Davis.
gistration measure awaiting action
"I don't know if or
( the Senate.
hen the Senate will vote on it,"
hank says. "It could be that the
American people just don't want the
raft back." As a result, he hopes the
enate will simply let the measure die
if inattention in commitee.
Last April 30, a House committ,e voted down a bill that would have
uthorized the conscription of some
00,000 young people. But on the
ame day - the fourth anniversary of
(463-7877)
leU.S. evacuation from Saigon - the
ime committee approved a plan to
drone
egister males who turn 18 on or after
in. 1, 1981. The Pentagon argued
ie registration would enable the U.S.
> respond rapidly to a military
mergency. Without registration, the
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Libertarian Society

College papers did vigorously
editorialize against the new draft
proposals, and some draft counselling
centers even re-opened. In Oregon,
the state legislature officially asked
Congress not to reinstate the draft.
But most attempts at larger
demonstrations proved disappoin
ting. CARD drew 800 to Washing
ton, D.C. last May, while 100 rallied
at the University of Wisconsin, once a
center of draft resistance.
Jay Hilgartner of the Young
Liberation Alliance said last May
that the relatively small turnouts
were the result of peace. "People
don't go out and demonstrate until
the threat (of being sent off to war) is
immediate."
Big rallies, though, are quick,
dramatic means of demonstrating a
point. Anti-draft organizers wanted
to stage one just before the House

vote. Getting demonstrators out was
made all the harder because many
colleges are still on summer break in
early September.
BIGGER PLANS
"We had a problem of time,
Shank points out. "It takes a lot of
time to organize a big rally and get
people going, but a lot of schools
were just starting. We were pretty
much limited to having literature
tables and letter-writing tables at
(class) registration lines."
CARD and the United States Stu
dent Association did try to stage a
march on September 10, just before
the Houst vote.
Only about 100 people attended.
"We got a lot of bad press," com
plains USSA's Sue McGowan. She says people assume that every
demonstration in Washington, D.C.
is a national show of strength.
McGowan maintains that "it wasn't
supposed to be a national rally."
Shank confirms that "we only

The nationally-known Fulton
I red Jazz Band from Sacramento
\ill headline the third annual KUOPM dinner and dance.
The event is scheduled for Saturiiv, September 22, in the Pacific
'.lab atop Pacific Memorial Stadium.
A cocktail hour will begin at 5:30
in. w ith dinner at 6:30.

Wayne R. Ellis, D.D.S., a 1974
aduate of UOP School of Dentistry,
as recently awareded a certificate
advanced graduate study in enxlontics from Boston University s
oldman School of Graduate Dentisy. Ellis received his undergraduate
-gree in 1970 from the College of
laho.

The Fulton Street Jazz Band is
known for their appearances at the
Sacramento Dixieland Jubilee- and
tlu-ir recordings with "Wild bill"
Davison anil Ernie Carson. Pianist
Bob Ringwald leads the hand, which
plays both "pure" or New Orleansstyle Dixieland and "swing" Dixie
land.
KUOP-FM Dixieland personality
Vinci- Marino will lie the host at the
dinner.

Annotti named
PR writer
Former Pacifican columnistJoseph J. Annotti of Hoi lister has been
named a staff writer for the UOP
Public Relations Office.
Annotti, who graduated from
Pacific in May, majored in English at
the university. He spent a semester in
Austria during his junior year
through the Institute of European
Studies program.
He has written also for

the

Hoi lister Evening F ree Lance.
His position at the university will
involve working closely with the Ad
missions Office in the preparation of
student recruiting literature. Annotti
also will have writing responsibilities

The School also offers a masters
rogram in dental public health for
ygienists and training programs in
ental technology and dental

in the Public Relations Office.
Annotti is succeeding Craig
Smith, who was recently promoted
from staff writer to director of
publications for the university.

CPS—At the University of Kansas commencement last spring, gra
duating senior Ron Kuby abruptly
unfurled a banner that read "KU Out
Of South Africa."
Now, four months later, Kiiby is
going to court. He's charged with in
terfering with a policeman when the
policeman tried to take Kuby's ban
ner away. But Kuby sees it another
way. He says he's on trial because the
university is trying to curtail stu
dents' freedom of speech. Still others
see it as a court test of a rul the uni
versity passed a decade ago to cope
with the generation of anti-war pro
testors.
Kuby alleges that many student
groups have been subjected to "of
ficially-sanctioned harrassment." He
accuses KU Chancelor Archie Dykes
of being "opposed to all forms of
criticism."
Though university
charges agaisnt him have been drop
ped in favor of civil charges brought
by the city of Lawrence, Kuby plans

Yet when the votes were cast, the
plan was rejected.
In retrospect
Shank says "a major reason is that
people made themselves heard," even
if it wasn't in mass rallies.
There's still more anti-draft work
to be done, Shank maintains. Even if
the Senate kills its version of the
registration plan, Shank wants to
mount a larger, more ambitious cam
paign to drive a stake through the
draft for good.
Shank wants to repeal the draft
law itself. He explains that the law
that makes a draft possible is still in
force, even though the authority to
actually conscript people expired in
1973. (President Nixon reduced the
Selective Service to "Stand-by status"
in 1972). He says CARD will decide
whether or not to attack the draft law
itself after the group sees what the
Senate does this fall.

As a result, "schools cannot ex
pect to reverse the trend quickly,"
Cameron said.
"The reasoning
abilities which SAT measures develop

slowly and stubbornly over time,
both in and out of school." Thus, he
concluded at a press conference here,
schools alone can't single-handedly
force scores higher.

TM lecture
The psychological and physiolo
gical applications of Transcendental
Meditation will be presented by Dr.
Harold Bloomfield during his lecture
on September 26 at 8 p.m. in the
Long Theatre..
Bloomfield, founder of an
Holistic Health Center and author of
the best-seller, Discovering Inner
Energy and Overcoming Stress, will
report on his four-month study with
the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
He will discuss care of mind,
body, and spirit through higher states
of consciousness which he says artreached through TM.
General admission is $2, free to
ASUOP card holders.

charged with violating — is part of a

request.
That's why Gerhard Zuther,
chairman of the KU Senate Execcutive Committee, feels the issue in
the Kuby trial is how to interpret the
"no banner" policy.

larger university policy against
allowing political expression.
Mike Davis, KU's legal counsel,
denies it all. He says Kuby was in
deed stripped of his banner at gradua
tion because of the anti-banner
policy, but not because of any ad
ministration effort to quiet protest.

The Book Rack

As for the Kozol incident, the
educator was, according to Davis, an
"inappropriate choice" for a Higher
Education Day speaker.

1000's of Used Paperbacks
Trade 2 for 1, Buy
Price

The literature guidelines were
imposed to stop "a rightist group"
from setting up semi-permanent

711 Porter, Stockton
477-0735
10-5:30 Tues.-Sat.
1373 Lakewood Mall, Lodi 368-6947
10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

boothes around campus, and were
lifted at Kuby's request three days
before a Kuby-organized "Free
Speech Rally."
The Nazi exhibit was cancelled
primarily because of poor timing. It
was scheduled to start the first day of
Passover, and in the midst of the first
TV showing of "Holocaust." The
university felt that, in view of other
events, the exhibit could be inter
preted as provocative.
Davis agreed that the administra
tion had taped the South Africa rally,
but explained that an earlier rally not related to Kuby's group - that
same week had been violent. Cam
pus police were trying to discover
who was responsible. The tape, how
ever, was soon erased, against Kuby's

This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAM€.

I

S

—

The policy is part of the Board of
Regents' Code of Conduct, which
Kuby calls "sound. It is the univer
sity's interpretation that violates the
first amendment right to freedom ot
speech."
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(CPS) - The long-term decline in
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
among college freshmen is con
tinuing. The College Board reports
that last June's high school seniorsthis fall's freshmen-had an average
SAT-verbal score two points lower
than the prior year's class average of
429. The SAT-math scores dropped
one point, to an average of 467.
Robert G. Cameron, of the Boar
d's Admissions Testing Program,
called the score declines, "Disappoin
ting," especially in light of the new
programs many schools have in
stalled to reverse the trend in recent
years.
In 1977, a special committee
studying the decline attributed the
falling scores to television, changes in
the family's role, turbulence in
national affairs, and lower teaching
and learning standards.

to base his defense on those grounds.
Kuby, a well-known campus acti
vist, points to a series of incidents
that, he maintains, illustrates the
administration's unwillingness to
have certain views expressed on cam
pus:
- Students' invitation to radical
educator Jonathan Kozol to speak on
campus last year was revoked by the
administration, which allegedly
called Kozol an inappropriate choice
because he was not a nationally-rellnll:OM Mr Cullemff
,,
1 NiOl|i
cognized figure.
mornuH
.
-TaMurlnj over CO different exeit|M
'The university suddenly im I > 'MvuSlment Gemei end pMSim'NMMfikei
posed "literature guidelines" that
xpires Sept. 26th|
U10.P
restricted the distribution of leaflets
h
on campus last year.
- A display of Nazi memorabilia
at the Kansas library was cancelled
when the administration, according
to Kuby, caved in to "pressures from
Jews." Kuby says the chancellor
either would not or could not name
those who objected to the display.
-Campus security videotaped a
Kuby-organized Committee on South
Africa rally last spring with cameras
set up in the chancellor's office.
Those kinds of incidents, Kuby says,
are what convinced him that the
university's policy against political
banners in enclosed campus areas —
Located in Wetoerstown
n—
the policy that Kuby was originally

Let us design your hair with class!!

plus s
pepials

leafleted locally." Moreover, "Sep
tember 10 turned out to be the first
day of school for D.C. high schools.

University anti-protest laws protested

(UOP dinner & dance

!

)8

took the

Much of the protest was on
barely-visible, individual levels. A
computer programmer at Stanford,
for example, announced she would
not provide data on university
students that the Selective Service
would need to register them. She
warned she would try to convince
other
college-associated
data
processors to do the same.

swarded

^estrninst,er

(SLS)

lead in organizing anti-draft protests
in the early spring, though it readily
joined CARD, a larger coalition of 39
groups, when it was formed in April.
All told, the groups helped coor
dinate rallies, teach-ins, and petition
drives on more than 60 campuses last
spring, especially during the last
week of April and the first week of
May.

Dentristry grad

Red Label

PROTESTS

faster. A group called Students for a

Entertainment will lollow the
[leal at the lund raising event lor the
ublie radio station that is owned
iul operated by UOP.
The eost of $20 per person in(hidos dinner, beverages and daning. Reservations are limited, and
ion- information is available by con
n-ling Mike Milhaupt at KUOP at
4(i-2582.

cords

A

lilitary said, it could take months to
lobilize an effective fighting force.
The House Committee then sent
lie proposal to the House floor,
hich didn't get around to voting on
until last week (Sept. 12).
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HAND-HELD GAMES!
Here's the pitch
it's a change-up — it's
a curve — no, it's a knuckle ball, otrike One!
Here comes a fastball — it's a hit, it's going,
going — caught by the center fielder.
One out!
List $39.95

Sale $29.95

Phone today - 477-9388
(Offer expires Oct. 1, 1979)

St°re

Owned by G. Barney

MSl»*a(WM«.2329

formerly of Beverly Hills Hotel

V

We need you.

and
Hair Design Instructor
Has designed hair for world celebrities

uour "Advanced Campus Electronics Center

A

AAA
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Center
Paull gears up as director of Student
..
University Center should belong to

While relaxing in his office, shor

By Peggy Holm

had a chance to discuss what his

share this feeling.

James F. Paull has been named

position involves and what he would

program to be the students'," he in

the new Director of the Student Cen

like to accomplish at the University

sisted but from time to time they need

ter at The University of the Pacific.
He is succeeding Gary Kleeman in

Center.
"Basically the position involves

advice and that's whereI come in."
Some of the goals that Paull

this position, who resigned to attend

two jobs," Paull explained. "One is

hopes to accomplish in his new

graduate school in Arizona.
Before accepting the position at

an advisory position where I do

position are seeing that the Center

program counseling for student-

becomes more developed, more ef

UOP Paull served as director of

related activitites and give advice to

ficient and he hopes to increase its

program coordination at Anchorage

services.

Community College and the Univer

students interested in getting a new
program or project off of the ground.

sity of Alaska.

He has worked on

The other job that the position in

as a specific problem that must be

college campuses for the last five

volves is that of managing all of the

dealt with as well as chasing new

years, always in student activities

recreation; the gallery, the theater

projection equipment for the theater

related positions.

Working at St.

and the darkroom. I guess that you

and developing the consistency of the

Cloud State University in Minnesota,

could sayIwear a lot of different hats

as a recreation director, Paull first

in this job," laughed Paull, but he

quality of the mini course program.
The mini course program is

learned of the many diverse services

stressed the fact that he thinks of him

devised to offer courses that are not

that a university center has to offer.

self more as an advisor than a direc

included in the academic curriculum,

There he gained the experience that

tor.

such as craft and how-to-do-it cour

prepared him for the position that he
now holds at UOP.

He

said

that

he

feels

and that's what we're trying to im-

the students and said that the students

tly before the start of school, Paull

Pacifican Managing Editor

-j rfrom compefpr
it varied
semester to
to semester
semester

"I want the

hiring a graduate assistant to work
with the program. "If students have
an idea for a course that they d like to
see offered in this program," ex
plained Paull, "they can come to me
and we'll give it a try and then see
what the response to it is. This whole
program is still in the experimental

He cited developing and

stages."
James Paull said he looks tor-

improving the security of the gallery

very

strongly that the program at the

To help achieve this the Center is

P

ward to his work here at UOP as the
new University Center Director.
"The Center is developed for out of
class leisure time activities and we're
trying to develop a program here that
will meet those needs." Paull also ex
pressed

strong

feelings

that

the

University Center can be used as

ses. "We've had this program in the

one of the unifying forces between

past," said Paull, "but the quality of

the faculty and the students.

First sex-for-grades case to reach court
end, Doyle called numerous middle-

CPS — It happened, savs Pamela
I'ntc. Ravmoiid Duvall denies it.

cultivates his reputation as a tough

loses this case, stands to lose all its

grader, emphatically denied ottering

Vale Universih calls its investigation

anv student an A in exchange for sex.

federal aid.
Regardless of Duvall's guilt or

thorough. Price says it was "a sham

lie testified he remembered nothing

innocence, the rulings are thought to

'and a laree."
So argued the contenders in the

about speaking to Price on the day in

be the first

first sex-for-grades ease ever to reach
a courtroom. And although the ^ ale

question.
Price asked no damages in her

anil high-level Yale administrators,
who testified Vale's investigation of

formal case law that

themselves

against

sexual

sexual harrassnient trial ended last
week, it max be weeks bclore Judge

establish formal procedures for in

harrassnient in academia.
Price testified that she visited

vestigating

sexual

Kllen Burns reaches a decision, and

harrassineiit.

Vale, on the other

years lief ore the issues and emotions

hand, generally

generated in a cramped courtroom

saving the harrassnient never took

made his offer.

are resolv ed.
"I'd be surprised il the decision

place.
The pre-trial legal maneuvering,

mon, but that nothing could be done.

came bv March," said one lawyer,

during which V ale repeatedly tried to

Balough denies saying it.

have the case dismissed, produced a

'Pain, this is like a rape case in court.

number

The woman says it happened.

citing judicial caution in the lace ol
such an explosive case. At issue is

suit, though she did ask that Vale

of

charges

ol

dot ended itsell by

legal

precedents.

thorough.

'They conceded the in

vestigation began more than a year

clears the way for students to legally
protect

the matter had been scrupulous and

after the alleged incident, but faulted
Price for not filing a formal com

Eva Balough, a personal friend and

Though 110 one appriseil Price ol

Soviet Union's battle against western-

dean of Yale's Morse College, im

vvhat the proper channels were, it was

style T-shirts.

specialists" to come to the aid of

mediately

a moot point. Vale argued, because

News Service, T-shirts with decorated .state. "How long are they goinf.- rt,su|tingf
with rock groups and American and knock around the streets in thiU.flective Se
British flags-only available on the decent attire?" asked one reai|t on qH, |);

after

Duvall

allegedly

Balough, according

to Price, said such offers were com

It

"1 told her.
1 he

the proposition never occurred.
Price, who ultimately did receive

Soviet black market-are much more
popular than those supported by the

a formal complaint in September,

Young Communist League.

1977.

She delayed, she testified,

people

to labor."

wearing T-shirts with Soviet slogs j^^rwise sini

pursued

case. For a dav and a'half, the small

Women's

I972.

bulky lavvvcr poked and chipped at

evidence of sexual harrassnient at the

which prohibits schools Iroill placing

school

conditions 011 women's education

Price's story. Did she keep up with
the reading for each lecture? (Price

that

said she didn't remember.)

recalls Ronnie Alexander, one of the

course, ollcrcd her an A il she slept
vv ilh him, and a C il she rcluscd.
"I le asked me il I really. really
wauled an A," Price testilicd. "I said
I'd like .in A. but it wasn't an insane

education

are

Amendments of

not

present

cducat ion.
l.ast November,

the

011 men's

Did she

remember what the weather was 011
I97B? Did she recall what she

Soviet

and the people are one," and "Glory

torney, argued it as he might a rape

ol

favorite

tifying him as a member of the)m.nt B'
junstituent S

Francisco Police Department,

counseled that nothing could be done.

thus a complaint that can be legally
IX

often bear

s»te of the Si
while another said that he had se
-p|
young worker wearing a T-shirt ic
le
nev

slogans like: "The Communist Party

a form ol sexual discrimination, and
Title

shirts

League

jjrs(

because Dean Balough had allegedly

I97(i. vvlieu Price, a I97S grail now

under

According to Field

a C in Political Science 39B, lirst filed

at

Duvall. teaching her political science

Leu added
In an article responding to tty|,,r(.n(|M
11m.

shirt boom, the League called for|j,aU, al1<
mil a
tists, humorists, ' and advertil _s |ast i',u,s

established that sexual harrassnient is

School, claims

see-on

gans are the biggest problem in the

nan says it didn t.
Indeed, William Doyle, Vale's at

I .aw

(CPS)--Officially-approved slo

A

jirrent ASUC

plaint or going through channels.

what happened on and alter June (>.
Berkeley

Soviets battle
w e s t e r n t - shirts

But

in

spring,

1977,

Caucus

and

took

ministration.

had
il

'tale

collected

to

the

ad

"We were treated,

complainants,

"like

bunch

sors

repri

iing group

Califano's ouster, asking for a W hool.

not

(CPS) - The leading marijuana

telling the truth...'They told (us) to get

lobbying group thinks that President

House "push" for a "sensible

lour limes,

in a priv ate institution can go directly

to Duvall's oil ice. W oollen? Steel?

a lawyer." Alexander and four others

Carter's summer shake-up of the cab

policy."

reallv turn-nie-on body.' I leiI then."

to the courts for remedy, without first

Did the door have glass?

filed a class action suit in August. At

Bav niond Duvall. a boyish,
black-haired professor who actively

complaining to the school or

i" Southwi
inet and the White House staff may
During the presidential
have cleared the way for more lenient paign, Carter pledged to work Ave a rep
J juth and
federal pot policies.
more lenient marijuana
However,
NORMI,
lost
an
importpvcll
Hall
Larry Schott, director of the

lie said. Aon have a

federal government.

•

Junefi,

the

After the last question. Doyle

I'luis Vale, if it

strode to the press table, anil, banging

just back from a student exchange

the polished wood, boomed, "What is

program 111 'Tanzania, and asked il

at

issue

here

credibility."

is

this

woman's

He claimed she was a

mediocre student who brought the
suit for self-serving reasons.

Enabling Services

"Mi

(".oil,"

said a

third-year

student who. along with seemingly
hundreds'of other Yale students, obsciveii the trial,

(cont. from page I)
student.
Students

He

also

added

that

one

it s like a well-

edited psycho movie."

Referring to

becoming

regulation which will be strictly en

aware of the Enabling Services.
Nationwide there are only a few

forced this year, for the benefit of the

Doyle's arguments, he explained,
"Von know all the tricks .uid gim

disabled students is the ticketing of

micks, and it still manages to con

private colleges that have a program

anyone parked in a handicapped

vince you."

similar to this, USC being the only

space.

are

just

were

ruled to est:

wore? What kind ol door was there

the Federal

who

ol

iee-Presiiler

District Court also ruled that women

I'inallv he asked. 'Will you

women

a

Reduction in
pot policies forsee

Amenilm

iUOP Presi

make love to nil-?' I said no three or

desire.

screaming

ihe

that mean, the reader wondered, ng a moi
in American cities vVpresentatioi

Anne Simon, Price's attorney and

the point Balough contacted Price,

Price wanted to lile a lornial com
plaint.

She also advised Price to

avoid the class action suit. Price then
filed, though Duvall had by that time
•loll Vale lor the University of Min
nesota.
I11 November, Price was told that
an impartial panel of three professors
had reviewed her work in Poli Sci
39B, and had upheld the grade of C.
Price immediately joined the class ac
tion suit.
I11

the

proceeding

pre-trial

other one in California.
Spicss explained that this is due

Norm Askew, Chief Security Of

herself a Vale law grail, maintained

nianeuverings, all the plaintiffs ex

ficer, backed Spiess up; "Parking re

that "the issue here is the adequacy of

cept Price were removed from tin-

to the fact that where as it is required

gulations weren't as strictly enforced

Vale's procedures to deal with sexual

case. Alter that, as Ronnie Alexander

for California public colleges, it is not

in the past due to a lack of time on

harrassnient. Did Pamela Price have

puts it. "il you had told me this thing

for private schools.

we're in the experimental stages yet,"

our part, this year we've hired com
munity services officers, though, and

an avenue to pursue
university?"

smiled Spiess explained is designed as

some of them are being specifically

being 'a survival manual' for newly

assigned to enforce the parking regu

arriv ing disabled students.

lations."

"That is why

Doyle

within

the

countered, "The only

.would conn- to trial, 1 would have
said you were nuts."
All \ ale officials connected with

question in this case is vvhat hap

tile case relused to comment until the
pened, and 110 other." Toward that <• case is settled.

Airline
Coupon Exchange

Under

quid be giv

National Organization for the Re ally in the White House when ipresentativ
form of Marijuana Laws (NORML), Peter Bourne was forced to resignree sectio

has hopes that new Health, Educa- ter writing a false prescription*>uId alsb b
dtion and WelfareSecretary Patricia another White House staffer in 191 Arguing
Harris may be more sympathetic to

"oviile

NORML's efforts than her predecess

intents, ai

ors. Schott says that Joseph Califano,
the HEW Secretary who preceded

fco"pA.w

b'j:,1

Harris, ignored NORML pleas to end

!

curbs on medical uses of marijuana
and forced the lobbying group to sue

jom 32, m

in federal court. The case is still pen

A practical course on the lA" to 52 r

ding.

ling of sailboats will be offered'presentatii

But Harris' appointment, con
firmed by the Senate of July 31, "may
send

the

whole

matter

back

month as part of the continuing, and givii
cation program at UOP.

jpresentati-

The course will meet on Sjpe of their 1

to

HEW, "Schott Says. He'd like to give

day, September 29, for six hour

Harris, ."An opportunity to recom

classroom instruction.

followed at a later date with 10 hpresentatii

Harris is known as both independent

of

and fair-minded.

.Delta waterway in a 25-foot Catf°P'd invo

Schott is similarly heartened by
the confirmation of Benjamin Civiletti as the new Attorni-v General.
Civiletti told "Meet the Press" in
August

that,

while

he

opposed

decriminalization! of marijuana, he
did favor relaxing penalties for cer
tain "mild" strains of grass.
Accordingly, NORML
Carter

its

wired

support

for

practical

experience

along'Ine becauj

sailboat. The hours for the pra&He eornpl
experience are arranged indiviil
with the instructor.

which is being repeated becaijP^"
the success of a similar class ill)
Becau>
the summer.
jtaff, The
For more information <>4ut
j
course contact the UOP Offi|ation

charge. Contact him at the ASUOP
office, 3-5 p.m. Monday-Friday."

nto dealii

Perils of Pacifican
breakdowns during the preparation of this semester's first edi
tion. A total shutdown of its phototypesetter delayed publica
tion, originally set for last Friday.
The stall has made every effort to keep the newspaper
publishing on schedule, but multiple mechanic malfunctions,
compounded by over-heating of the machine caused by the

Photo by David Aguilar

Lost Treasure?

A seemingly important source of excitement and pride to orators of times past, these speech and debate
trophies seem abandoned and forgotten as they collect dust in a third floor attic of North Hall. But the symbols
of great achievement will not be completely forgotten. Plans are in the works to move them into a trophy case on
the first floor of the building.

Students should note the following
changes in
books.

their

ASUOP

coupon

ness; coupons are invalid.

Crown's

Fish

Captain

and Chips

recent heat wave, has put crucial aspects of production beyond
our control.
Since the phototypesetter has been throughly gone over and
repaired, we do not anticipate further breakdowns, unless high

Red s Hickory House is out of busi
is now

Cod—coupons are valid at the same
address.

sJ.

ning fr

The Pacifican has experienced (again!) several equipment

CouponsNote changes

sche

Continuing Education at 94(>24l

ASUOP

Travel will aid your exchange at no

J

1

Roil Hines will teach the coC* — 1

Buyers and sellers of Airline 50%
at

At Tues

This wSnate argi

mend reclassification of marijuana.

President
coupons: Mike Parks

eq

temperatures continue to reduce the computer's operating
capability.
The Pacifican staff regrets any inconvenience the break
downs may have caused our advertisers and readers.
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